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Praise:  
"A medical thriller of the first order." -Kirkus Starred Review 
 
"Fong makes the point that human survival has been and will continue to be closely connected to our compulsion to 
explore." -Booklist 

Anesthesiologist, intensive care expert, and NASA adviser Kevin 
Fong explores how physical extremes push human limits and 
spawn incredible medical breakthroughs.  
 
Little more than one hundred years ago, maps of the world still 
boasted white space: places where no human had ever trod. Within 
a few short decades the most hostile of the world's environments 
had all been conquered. Likewise, in the twentieth century, 
medicine transformed human life. Doctors took what was routinely 
fatal and made it survivable. As modernity brought us ever more 
into different kinds of extremes, doctors pushed the bounds of 
medical advances and human endurance. Extreme exploration 
challenged the body in ways that only the vanguard of science could 
answer. Doctors, scientists, and explorers all share a defining trait: 
they push on in the face of grim odds. Because of their extreme 
exploration we not only understand our physiology better; we have 
also made enormous strides in the science of healing. 
 
Drawing on his own experience as an anesthesiologist, intensive 
care expert, and NASA adviser, Dr. Kevin Fong examines how 
cutting-edge medicine pushes the envelope of human survival by 
studying the human body's response when tested by physical 
extremes. Extreme Medicine explores different limits of endurance 
and the lens each offers on one of the systems of the body. The 
challenges of Arctic exploration created opportunities for 
breakthroughs in open heart surgery; battlefield doctors pioneered 
techniques for skin grafts, heart surgery, and trauma care; 
underwater and outer space exploration have revolutionized our 
understanding of breathing, gravity, and much more. Avant-garde 
medicine is fundamentally changing our ideas about the nature of 
life and death. 
 

Extreme Medicine  
How Exploration Transformed Medicine in the Twentieth Century 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous release 
-Kirkus starred review 
-National media campaign 
-National publicity and review coverage 
-Medical/science/environmental/business media 
and print features 
-Radio phoner campaign 
-Online and social network promotions 
-Comprehensive Internet/blog campaign 

Kevin Fong, MD, is co-director of the Centre for 
Altitude, Space and Extreme Environment 
Medicine. A fellow of the National Endowment for 
Science, Technology and the Arts, he is an 
honorary lecturer in physiology at University 
College London. 
 
Jonathan Cowley is a British actor whose recording 
of The Tower, the Zoo and the Tortoise by Julia 
Stuart earned him an AudioFile Earphones Award. 
He has narrated many audiobooks as well as film 
trailers and documentaries on both sides of the 
Atlantic. 

Author(s): Kevin Fong, M.D. 
Read by: Jonathan Cowley 
MEDICAL/Allied Health Services 
Penguin Group Usa 02/06/2014 
9 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/06/2014 
Trade | 9781452618142 | 6 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452648149 | 6 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452668147 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

cmcneil
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Praise:  
"Substantial and engrossing . . . Brockman and the Edge contributors offer fresh and invaluable perspectives on crucial 
aspects of our lives." -Booklist Starred Review 
 
"Compelling. . . . Brockman offers an impressive array of ideas from a diverse group that's sure to make [listeners] 
think." -Publishers Weekly 

John Brockman, editor of This Will Make You Smarter, presents his 
latest thought-provoking book, featuring insights from leading 
thinkers such as Steven Pinker, Lisa Randall, Matt Ridley, and 
Daniel C. Dennett.  
 
Drawn from the cutting-edge frontiers of science, What Should We Be 
Worried About brings 150 of the world's greatest minds together to 
share the one thing about the present or the future that worries 
each of them the most, featuring contributions from Nassim 
Nicholas Taleb, Martin Rees, Frank Wilczek, Arianna Huffington, 
Matt Ridley, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, Steven Pinker, Daniel C. 
Dennett, and more 
 
What should we be worried about? 
 
This is the question John Brockman, publisher of Edge.org, posed 
to 150 of the world brightest and most influential minds. Some of 
the most troubling, potentially earth-shattering problems of the 
future (including the effects of hyperactive media on children, and 
the growing number of newly synthesized narcotics) are barely on 
the public radar. At the same time, some of our most culturally 
entrenched fears (like overly-sophisticated artificial intelligence, or 
aggressive extraterrestrials) can confidently be abandoned. We 
worry because we are built to anticipate the future. Nothing can stop 
us from worrying, but science can teach us how to worry better, and 
when to stop worrying. 

What Should We Be Worried About?  
Real Scenarioes That Keep Scientists Up at Night 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Booklist starred review 
-Founder and publisher of the influential on-line 
science salon Edge.org 
-National radio and print campaign 
-Author's Web site: www.edge.org 
-Author's residence: New York City, NY 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
This Explains Everything 9781452619149 Brockman, John February 2014 $42.99
This Will Make You Smarter 9781452612508 Brockman, John April 2013 $39.99

John Brockman is the founder and publisher of 
the influential online science salon Edge.org and 
the editor of This Will Change Everything. 
 
Michelle Ford has over twenty titles in published 
audiobooks to her credit covering contemporary 
fiction, romance, biographies, short stories, 
science fiction, and business. 
 
Peter Berkrot's audiobooks include The Woods by 
Harlan Coben and Country Driving by Peter 
Hessler. 
 
Antony Ferguson, a native of London, England, is 
a classically trained actor with over fifty 
audiobooks to his credit. 
 
Jo Anna Perrin is an accomplished actor, having 
appeared in film and television, as well as on 
stage in New York, Los Angeles, and regionally. 

Author(s): John Brockman 
Read by: Michelle Ford, Peter Berkrot, Antony Ferguson, Jo Anna Perrin 
PSYCHOLOGY/Cognitive Psychology 
Harper 02/11/2014 
15 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/19/2014 
Trade | 9781452619156 | 12 CDs | $44.99 
Library | 9781452649153 | 12 CDs | $95.99 
MP3 | 9781452669151 | 2 CDs | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"Offers a rare chance to discover big ideas before they hit the mainstream." -New York Times Book Review 
 
"A collection of essays by big thinkers answering big questions [should be] deeply satisfying. And This Explains 
Everything delivers." -New Scientist 

Edited by John Brockman, This Explains Everything presents 150 
of the most surprising and brilliant theories of the way of our 
minds, societies, and universe work.  
 
In This Explains Everything, John Brockman, founder and publisher of 
Edge.org, asked experts in numerous fields and disciplines to come 
up with their favorite explanations for everyday occurrences. Why do 
we recognize patterns? Is there such a thing as positive stress? Are 
we genetically programmed to be in conflict with each other? Those 
are just some of the 150 questions that the world's best scientific 
minds answer with elegant simplicity. 
 
With contributions from Jared Diamond, Richard Dawkins, Nassim 
Taleb, Brian Eno, Steven Pinker, and more, everything is explained 
in fun, uncomplicated terms that make the most complex concepts 
easy to comprehend. 

This Explains Everything  
Deep, Beautiful, and Elegant Theories of How the World Works 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Founder and publisher of the influential on-line 
science salon Edge.org 
-National radio and print campaign 
-Author's Web site: www.edge.org 
-Author's residence: New York City, NY 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
This Will Make You Smarter 9781452612508 Brockman, John April 2013 $39.99

John Brockman is the founder and publisher of 
the influential online science salon Edge.org and 
the editor of This Will Change Everything. 
 
Michelle Ford is a native Brit and professional 
voice actor with a proven track record in long 
narration. 
 
Peter Berkrot held feature roles in Caddyshack and 
Showtime's Brotherhood, and his audiobooks 
include The Woods by Harlan Coben and Country 
Driving by Peter Hessler. 
 
Antony Ferguson, a native of London, England, is 
a classically trained actor and has appeared in 
numerous productions in London, Off Broadway, 
and Regional theater. 
 
Ann Marie Lee has recorded numerous 
audiobooks and has received several AudioFile 

Author(s): John Brockman 
Read by: Michelle Ford, Peter Berkrot, Antony Ferguson, Ann Marie Lee 
SCIENCE/Essays 
Perennial Press 01/22/2013 
12 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/05/2014 
Trade | 9781452619149 | 10 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452649146 | 10 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669144 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise: 
 
"Stories of powerful men making disastrous decisions have an endless fascination, and Strathern makes the most of it 
in this entertaining account." -Publishers Weekly 
 
"Using his novelist's eye and a historian's sweep, Strathern makes you care deeply for these complex figures." -The 
Washington Post Book World 

From Paul Strathern comes a colorful new history of Venice that 
illuminates the character of the great city-state by shining a light 
on some of the most celebrated personalities of European history.  
 
The Republic of Venice was the first great economic, cultural, and 
naval power of the modern Western world. 
 
After winning the struggle for ascendency in the late 13th century, 
the Republic enjoyed centuries of unprecedented glory and built a 
trading empire which at its apogee reached as far afield as China, 
Syria, and West Africa. This golden period only drew to an end with 
the Republic's eventual surrender to Napoleon. 
 
The Venetians illuminates the character of the Republic during these 
illustrious years by shining a light on some of the most celebrated 
personalities of European history-Petrarch, Marco Polo, Galileo, 
Titian, Vivaldi, and Casanova. Frequently, though, these emblems 
of the city found themselves at odds with the Venetian authorities, 
who prized stability above all else, and were notoriously suspicious 
of any "cult of personality." Was this very tension perhaps the 
engine for the Republic's unprecedented rise? 
 
Rich with biographies of some of the most exalted characters who 
have ever lived, The Venetians is a refreshing and authoritative new 
look at the history of the most evocative of city-states. 

The Venetians  
A New History: From Marco Polo to Casanova 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Somerset Maugham prize-winning novelist 
-Author's residence: England 

Paul Strathern is a Somerset Maugham Prize-
winning novelist and the author of many 
nonfiction titles, including The Artist, the 
Philosopher, and the Warrior, Napoleon in Egypt, and 
Mendeleyev's Dream, which was short-listed for the 
Aventis Prize. Paul lives in England. 
 
A native of the United Kingdom, Derek Perkins's 
audiobook narration skills are augmented by 
knowledge of three foreign languages and a 
facility with accents. He has narrated numerous 
titles in a wide range of fiction and nonfiction 
genres. 

Author(s): Paul Strathern 
Read by: Derek Perkins 
HISTORY/Europe 
Pegasus Books 12/24/2013 
10 hrs  
Unabridged 
North America 
01/29/2014 
Trade | 9781452619477 | 11 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452649474 | 11 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669472 | 2 CDs | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"[Percy's] sharp, unadorned writing captures the rawness of the congregants' lives, the permeability of the borderline 
between reality and imagination." -Publishers Weekly 
 
"Percy's Demon Camp is both damning and redemptive, a shot straight to the hellish heart of war." -Kim Barnes, author 
of In the Kingdom of Men 

From Jennifer Percy comes the riveting true story of a veteran 
with PTSD and an exploration of the battles soldiers face after the 
war is over.  
 
In 2005 a Chinook helicopter carrying sixteen Special Ops soldiers 
crashed during a rescue mission in a remote part of Afghanistan, 
killing everyone on board. 
 
In that instant, machine gunner Caleb Daniels lost his best friend, 
Kip Jacoby, and seven members of his unit. Back in the U.S., Caleb 
begins to see them everywhere-dead Kip, with his Alice in 
Wonderland tattoos, and the rest of them, their burned bodies 
watching him. But there is something else haunting Caleb, too-a 
presence he calls the Black Thing, or the Destroyer, a paralyzing 
horror that Caleb comes to believe is a demon. 
 
Alone with these apparitions, Caleb considers killing himself. There 
is an epidemic of suicide among veterans of Iraq and Afghanistan, 
men and women with post-traumatic stress disorder who cannot 
cope with ordinary life in the aftermath of explosions and carnage. 
Jennifer Percy finds herself drawn to their stories, wanting to 
comprehend their experiences and pain. 
 
Her subject, Caleb, has been bringing damaged veterans to a 
Christian exorcism camp in Georgia that promises them deliverance 
from the war. As Percy spends time with these soldiers and 
exorcists and their followers-finding their beliefs both repellant and 
magnetic-she enters a world of fanaticism that is alternately 
terrifying and welcoming. 

Demon Camp  
A Soldier's Exorcism 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Reminiscent of Michael Herr and Denis Johnson 
-National print, TV, and radio publicity campaign 
-Author events in Iowa City and New York 

Jennifer Percy is a graduate of the Iowa Writers' 
Workshop, where she was a Capote Fellow and 
the recipient of an Iowa Arts fellowship from the 
Nonfiction Writing Program. Her honors also 
include a Pushcart Prize and a grant from the 
National Endowment for the Arts. 
 
Kirsten Potter has won AudioFile Earphones Awards 
for her reading of The Snowball by Alice Schroeder 
and her performance as Barbara in George 
Bernard Shaw's Major Barbara. Her reading of 
Madapple by Christina Meldrum was a Booklist 
Editors' Choice for Best Audiobook 2008. 

Author(s): Jennifer Percy 
Read by: Kirsten Potter 
PSYCHOLOGY/Social Psychology 
Scribner 01/14/2014 
8 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/05/2014 
Trade | 9781452619606 | 7 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452649603 | 7 CDs | $77.99 
MP3 | 9781452669601 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"This candid oral history has appeal beyond the Allman Brothers Band's loyal fan base." -Booklist Starred Review 
 
"The author doesn't pull punches, but all involved should find it fair as well as comprehensive." -Kirkus Starred Review 

Award-winning journalist Alan Paul delves into the history of The 
Allman Brothers Band in this fascinating, comprehensive 
biography.  
 
One Way Out is the powerful biography of The Allman Brothers Band, 
an oral history written with the band's participation and filled with 
original, never-before-published interviews as well as personal 
letters and correspondence. This is the most in-depth look at a 
legendary American rock band that has meant so much to so many 
for so long. 
 
For twenty-five years, Alan Paul has covered The Allman Brothers 
Band, conducting hundreds of interviews, riding the buses with 
them, attending rehearsals and countless shows. He has 
interviewed every living band member for this book as well as 
managers, roadies, and contemporaries, including Gregg Allman, 
Dickey Betts, Jaimoe, Butch Trucks, Warren Haynes, Derek Trucks, 
Oteil Burbridge, the late Allen Woody, Jimmy Herring, Eric Clapton, 
Bob Weir, and many others. 
 
Tracking the band's career from their 1969 formation to today, One 
Way Out is filled with musical and cultural insights, riveting tales of 
sometimes violent personality conflicts and betrayals, drug and 
alcohol use, murder allegations and exoneration, tragic early 
deaths, road stories, and much more, including the most in-depth 
look at the acrimonious 2000 parting with founding guitarist Dickey 
Betts and behind-the-scenes information on the recording of At 
Fillmore East, Layla, Eat a Peach, Brothers and Sisters, and other 
classic albums. 

One Way Out  
The Inside History of the Allman Brothers Band 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Booklist and Kirkus starred reviews 
-Foreword by Butch Trucks. Afterword by Jaimoe. 
-Regional author appearances 
-National radio and print publicity 
-National print and radio advertising 

Alan Paul is a senior writer for Slam and Guitar 
World magazines. He is the author of Big in China, 
and his work has also appeared in the New Yorker, 
Sports Illustrated, the Wall Street Journal, 
Entertainment Weekly, and People, among other 
publications. 
 
Actor and musician Dan John Miller is an award-
winning audiobook narrator, having garnered 
multiple Audie Award nominations and one win, 
twice been named a Best Voice by AudioFile 
magazine, and received several AudioFile Golden 
Earphones Awards and a Listen-Up Award from 
Publishers Weekly. 

Author(s): Alan Paul 
Read by: Dan John Miller 
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/Composers & Musicians 
St. Martins Press 02/18/2014 
14 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/26/2014 
Trade | 9781452619866 | 12 CDs | $44.99 
Library | 9781452649863 | 12 CDs | $95.99 
MP3 | 9781452669861 | 2 CDs | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"A revealing, readable book about 'some of competitive capitalism's most complicated science and most cutthroat 
marketing maneuvers.'" -Kirkus 

In The Antidote, journalist Barry Werth draws upon unprecedented 
inside reporting spanning more than two decades to provide a 
groundbreaking closeup of the upstart pharmaceutical company 
Vertex and the ferocious but indispensable world of Big Pharma 
that it inhabits.  
 
In 1989, the charismatic Joshua Boger left Merck, then America's 
most admired business, to found a drug company that would 
challenge industry giants and transform health care. Barry Werth 
described the company's tumultuous early days during the AIDS 
crisis in The Billion-Dollar Molecule, a celebrated classic of science and 
business journalism. Now he returns to tell a riveting story of 
Vertex's bold endurance and eventual success. 
 
The $325-billion-a-year pharmaceutical business is America's 
toughest and one of its most profitable. It is riskier and more 
rigorous at just about every stage than any other business, from 
the towering biological uncertainties inherent in its mission to treat 
disease; to the 30-to-1 failure rate in bringing out a successful 
medicine even after a molecule clears all the hurdles to get to 
human testing; to the multibillion-dollar cost of ramping up a 
successful product; to operating in the world's most regulated 
industry, matched only by nuclear power. 
 
Werth captures the full scope of Vertex's twenty-five-year drive to 
deliver breakthrough medicines. At a time when America struggles 
to maintain its innovative edge, The Antidote is a powerful inside 
look at one of the most intriguing and important business stories of 
recent decades. 

The Antidote  
Inside the World of New Pharma 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-National media campaign 
-Local and regional author appearances 
-Radio satellite tour 
-Blogger outreach campaign 
-Author's Web site: www.BarryWerth.com 
-Author's residence: Northampton, MA 

Barry Werth is an award-winning journalist and 
the acclaimed author of five books, including The 
Billion-Dollar Molecule, which was selected as one 
of Fortune's "75 Smartest Books We Know." 
 
Sean Pratt (AEA/SAG/AFTRA) has been a working 
professional actor for twenty-five years. He has 
been an audiobook narrator for seventeen years, 
has recorded over 700 books in almost every 
genre, and has received eight AudioFile magazine 
Earphones Awards and four Audie Award 
nominations from the Audio Publishers 
Association. 

Author(s): Barry Werth 
Read by: Sean Pratt 
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS/Industries 
Simon & Schuster 02/04/2014 
13 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/25/2014 
Trade | 9781452619880 | 11 CDs | $44.99 
Library | 9781452649887 | 11 CDs | $90.99 
MP3 | 9781452669885 | 2 CDs | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"The Quiet Don is a triumph. Matt Birkbeck provides a stunning work of investigative journalism that is memorable and 
alive and unveils the incredible life and legacy of one of the mobs most important powerbrokers." -Nicholas Pileggi, 
author of Wiseguy and the screenplays for Goodfellas and Casino 

Matt Birkbeck chronicles Russell Bufalino's ascent from Sicilian 
immigrant to mob soldier to a man described by a United States 
Senate subcommittee in 1964 as "one of the most ruthless and 
powerful leaders of the Mafia in the United States."  
 
To what extent was Rosario "Russell" Bufalino involved in the 
disappearance of Jimmy Hoffa in 1975? In the CIA's recruitment of 
gangsters to assassinate Fidel Castro? In organizing the historic 
meeting of crime chieftains in 1957? Even in the production of The 
Godfather movie? 
 
Secretive-even reclusive-Russell Bufalino quietly built his organized 
crime empire in the decades between Prohibition and the Carter 
presidency. His reach extended far beyond the coal country of 
Scranton, Pennsylvania, and quaint Amish farms near Lancaster. 
Bufalino had a hand in global, national, and local politics of the 
largest American cities, many of its major industries, and controlled 
the powerful Teamsters Union. His influence also reached the 
highest levels of Pennsylvania government and halls of Congress, 
and his legacy left a culture of corruption that continues to this day. 
 
A uniquely American saga that spans six decades, The Quiet Don 
follows Russell Bufalino's remarkably quiet ascent from Sicilian 
immigrant to mob soldier to a man described by a United States 
Senate subcommittee in 1964 as "one of the most ruthless and 
powerful leaders of the Mafia in the United States." 

The Quiet Don  
The Untold Story of Mafia Kingpin Russell Bufalino 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Online media and promotion 
-The first book to bring to light the fascinating 
and violent story of one of the 20th century's 
most powerful mobsters 
-For fans of I Heard You Paint Houses by Charles 
Brandt and those who are fascinated by the 
disappearance of Jimmy Hoffa 
-Author's Web site: www.mattbirkbeck.com 
-Author's residence: Pennsylvania 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Till Death Do Us Part 9781400102242 Birkbeck, Matt March 2006 $29.99

Matt Birkbeck is an award-winning journalist and 
the author of A Beautiful Child and A Deadly Secret: 
The Strange Disappearance of Kathie Durst. 
 
Michael Prichard is a professional narrator and 
stage and film actor who has played several 
thousand characters during his career. An Audie 
Award winner, he has recorded well over five 
hundred books and has earned several AudioFile 
Earphones Awards. Michael was also named a Top 
Ten Golden Voice by SmartMoney magazine. 

Author(s): Matt Birkbeck 
Read by: Michael Prichard 
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/Criminals & Outlaws 
Berkley Pub Group (Mm) 10/01/2013 
8 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/04/2014 
Trade | 9781452619484 | 7 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452649481 | 7 CDs | $77.99 
MP3 | 9781452669489 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Merit and the gang must find out who is behind the powerful, 
unusual magic that has ripped through the North American Central 
Pack, in the latest novel in the Chicagoland Vampires series.  
 
Since Merit was turned into a vampire and the protector of Chicago's 
Cadogan House, it's been a wild ride. She and Master vampire 
Ethan Sullivan have helped make Cadogan's vampires the 
strongest in North America, and forged ties with paranormal folk of 
all breeds and creeds, living or dead . . . or both. 
 
But now those alliances are about to be tested. A strange and 
twisted magic has ripped through the North American Central Pack, 
and Merit's closest friends are caught in the crosshairs. Gabriel 
Keene, the Pack Apex, looks to Merit and Ethan for help. But who-or 
what-could possibly be powerful enough to out-magic a shifter? 
 
Merit is about to go toe to toe, and cold steel to cold heart, to find 
out. 

Wild Things  
Book 9 in the Chicagoland Vampires series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous release 
-For fans of Rachel Caine and Charlaine Harris 
-Midwest media and in-store author appearances 
-Promote at conventions throughout the year 
-Author blog tour 
-Print advertising in fantasy publications 
-Print features and reviews 
-Author's Web site: www.chloeneill.com 
-Author's residence: Midwest 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Biting Bad 9781452609829 Neill, Chloe August 2013 $39.99
House Rules 9781452609812 Neill, Chloe March 2013 $39.99
Biting Cold 9781452605258 Neill, Chloe August 2012 $39.99
Drink Deep 9781452601571 Neill, Chloe November 2011 $39.99

Chloe Neill is the author of the Chicagoland 
Vampires paranormal romance series and the 
Dark Elite series, including Firespell and Hexbound. 
 
An avid reader her whole life, Sophie Eastlake 
happily extends her love of books to her passion 
for narrating. She lives in New York, where she 
survives the subway grind with a book in her hand 
and drops in on every literary reading she can 
find. 

Author(s): Chloe Neill 
Read by: Sophie Eastlake 
FICTION/Fantasy 
NAL Signet 02/05/2014 
10 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/04/2014 
Trade | 9781452609836 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452639833 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452659831 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

cmcneil
Typewritten Text
FRONTLIST FICTION



Loyalties are tested as Michael and Mary await their final battle 
with the Deceiver, in the second book in Thea Harrison's Game of 
Shadows series.  
 
Having finally reunited, and fought off the Deceiver for now, Mary 
and Michael race up the Michigan peninsula to meet Astra before 
police forces catch up with them. But the closer they get, the less 
Mary is willing to trust a woman who by her own admission will do 
anything to finish the Deceiver-even if it means killing Michael and 
Mary to try again in another life. As they face their final battle, 
Michael's loyalties are tested, making him vulnerable just when 
Mary needs him most. 

Falling Light  
Book 2 in the Game of Shadows series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-USA Today bestselling author
-Online advertising 
-Social media outreach and online promotion 
-The author has received great endorsements 
from such paranormal heavyweights as J.R. Ward, 
Christine Feehan, Nalini Singh, Angela Knight, 
Anya Bast, and Shannon K. Butcher 
-Author Web site: www.theaharrison.com 
-Author's residence: Northern California 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Kinked 9781452605319 Harrison, Thea November 2013 $39.99
Rising Darkness 9781452612416 Harrison, Thea April 2013 $39.99
Lord's Fall 9781452605302 Harrison, Thea November 2012 $39.99
Oracle's Moon 9781452605296 Harrison, Thea March 2012 $44.99

Thea Harrison is the pen name of Elder Races 
series author Teddy Harrison. She wrote her first 
book at age nineteen and had sixteen romances 
published under the name Amanda Carpenter. 
 
An avid reader her whole life, Sophie Eastlake 
happily extends her love of books to her passion 
for narrating. She lives in New York, where she 
survives the subway grind with a book in her hand 
and drops in on every literary reading she can 
find. 

Author(s): Thea Harrison 
Read by: Sophie Eastlake 
FICTION/Romance 
Berkley 02/01/2014 
9 hrs 30 min 
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/17/2014 
Trade | 9781452612423 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452642420 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452662428 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"Blackwell, previously a reporter and romance writer, makes her historical fiction debut with a gripping tale full of 
romance, secrets, and promises made and broken. This beautiful, original reinterpretation of a classic story is 
engrossing and often surprising." -Library Journal Starred Review 
 
"Dark and enchanting." -Booklist 
 

From Elizabeth Blackwell, historical fiction at its best-The Brothers 
Grimm meets The Thirteenth Tale.  
 
I am not the sort of person about whom stories are told. 
 
And so begins Elise Dalriss's story. When she hears her great-
granddaughter recount a minstrel's tale about a beautiful princess 
asleep in a tower, it pushes open a door to the past, a door Elise 
has long kept locked. For Elise was the companion to the real 
princess who slumbered-and she is the only one left who knows 
what actually happened so many years ago. Her story unveils a 
labyrinth where secrets connect to an inconceivable evil. As only 
Elise understands all too well, the truth is no fairy tale... 

While Beauty Slept 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous release 
-Library Journal starred review 
-Historical fiction at its best-The Brothers Grimm 
meets The Thirteenth Tale
-National print reviews and features 
-Social media promotions 
-Author's Web site: 
www.elizabethblackwellbooks.com 
-Author's residence: Chicago suburbs 

Elizabeth Blackwell works as a freelance writer. 
Her work has appeared in the Wall Street Journal, 
Ladies' Home Journal, Parenting, and the Chicago 
Tribune, among other publications. She lives in 
the Chicago suburbs. 
 
Wanda McCaddon has narrated well over six 
hundred titles for major audio publishers and has 
earned more than twenty-five Earphones Awards 
from AudioFile magazine. She has also won a 
coveted Audie Award, and AudioFile has named 
her one of recording's Golden Voices. 

Author(s): Elizabeth Blackwell 
Read by: Wanda McCaddon 
FICTION/Fairy Tales, Folklore & Mythology 
Putnam Pub Group 02/20/2014 
13 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/20/2014 
Trade | 9781452617893 | 11 CDs | $44.99 
Library | 9781452647890 | 11 CDs | $90.99 
MP3 | 9781452667898 | 2 CDs | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"If you are enthralled with New Orleans and the history of its fabled red light district, this is the book for you." -Patti 
LuPone, actress, singer, author 
 
"Madam delivers a world rich with details and visuals of a time and place long forgotten in our history." -Melissa Joan 
Hart, actress and author 

When vice had a legal home and jazz was being born-the 
captivating story of an infamous true-life madam.  
 
New Orleans, 1900. Mary Deubler makes a meager living as an 
"alley whore." That all changes when bible-thumping Alderman 
Sidney Story forces the creation of a red-light district that's 
mockingly dubbed "Storyville." Mary believes there's no place for a 
lowly girl like her in the high-class bordellos of Storyville's Basin 
Street, where champagne flows and beautiful girls turn tricks in 
luxurious bedrooms. But with gumption, twists of fate, even a touch 
of Voodoo, Mary rises above her hopeless lot to become the 
notorious Madame Josie Arlington. 
 
Filled with fascinating historical details and cameos by Jelly Roll 
Morton, Louis Armstrong, and E. J. Bellocq, Madam is a fantastic 
romp through The Big Easy and the irresistible story of a woman 
who rose to power long before the era of equal rights. 

Madam  
A Novel of New Orleans 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous release 
-Martin serves as spokesperson for the American 
Autoimmune Related Disease Association 
-Author events 
-National print review and feature attention 
-Authors' Web sites: www.carilynn.net; 
www.kelliemartin.com 
-Authors' residence: Los Angeles, CA 
 

Cari Lynn is a journalist and the author or 
coauthor of four nonfiction books, including Leg 
the Spread and The Whistleblower, with Kathryn 
Bolkovac. She lives in Los Angeles. 
 
Actor Kellie Martin is best known for her role as 
Becca Thatcher on the ABC series Life Goes On, 
for which she received an Emmy nomination for 
Best Supporting Actress. She has since appeared 
on Christy, ER, Drop Dead Diva and Ghost 
Whisperer, as well as numerous television movies 
and feature films. Kellie lives in Los Angeles. 
 
Hillary Huber garners consistently glowing reviews 
for her audio work. She has earned several Audie 
Award nominations, including for A Field of 
Darkness by Cornelia Read, and she is also an 
AudioFile Earphones Award winner. 

Author(s): Kellie Martin, Cari Lynn 
Read by: Hillary Huber 
FICTION/Historical 
Plume 02/25/2014 
10 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/25/2014 
Trade | 9781452616155 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452646152 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452666150 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"[Thomson] writes fluid, vivid prose, good dialogue and first-rate action scenes." -The Washington Post 

A brand-new heart-pounding technothriller from Keith Thomson, 
acclaimed author of Once a Spy.  
 
Russ Thornton is a hard-hitting journalist known for his ability to 
take on big targets in government and in business. An old flame, 
now a Capitol Hill staffer, contacts him out of the blue wanting to 
disclose some top secret information. But she is gunned down in 
cold blood, right in front of him. Worse, the killers are concerned 
about what Thornton knows, and who he may tell. He finds himself 
in a game of cat-and-mouse, where the stakes are life and death 
and the surveillance technology is so sophisticated that he wouldn't 
believe it existed-if it weren't implanted in his own head. 

Seven Grams of Lead 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous release 
-National print and online advertising 
-Bestselling author of Once a Spy 
-Author's Web site: www.keiththomsonbooks.com 
-Author's residence: Alabama 

New York Times bestselling author Keith Thomson 
played semi-pro baseball in France and drew 
editorial cartoons for New York Newsday before 
becoming a writer. His novels include Once a Spy, 
Twice a Spy, and Pirates of Pensacola. Keith lives in 
Alabama. 
 
Roger Wayne began writing and playing with 
voices at a very young age, which eventually led 
to his performing Shakespeare and having large 
roles in short and feature-length independent 
films, as well as radio and TV commercials. 
Roger's approach to his career largely involves 
using the power of voice as the center of 
everything he does as an actor. 

Author(s): Keith Thomson 
Read by: Roger Wayne 
FICTION/Espionage 
Anchor Books 02/25/2014 
11 hrs  
Unabridged 
North America 
02/25/2014 
Trade | 9781452619361 | 9 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452649368 | 9 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669366 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"A deeply satisfying novel you will keep close to your heart, written in a style by turns witty and poetic." -Booklist 
Starred Review 
 
"Filled with bookstore-related subject matter, Meyler's tale will delight book lovers everywhere." -RT Book Reviews 

In this charming debut novel from Deborah Meyler, a bright young 
woman working in a New York bookstore struggles to come into 
her own.  
 
Brilliant, idealistic Esme Garland moves to Manhattan armed with a 
prestigious scholarship at Columbia University. When Mitchell van 
Leuven-a New Yorker with the bluest of blue New York blood-
captures her heart with his stunning good looks and a penchant for 
all things erotic, life seems truly glorious . . . until a thin blue line 
signals a wrinkle in Esme's tidy plan. Before she has a chance to 
tell Mitchell about her pregnancy, he suddenly declares their sex life 
is as exciting as a cup of tea, and ends it all. 
 
Determined to master everything from Degas to diapers, Esme 
starts work at a small West Side bookstore, finding solace in 
George, the laconic owner addicted to spirulina, and Luke, the 
taciturn, guitar-playing night manager. The oddball customers are a 
welcome relief from Columbia's high-pressure halls, but the store is 
struggling to survive in this city where nothing seems to last. 
 
When Mitchell recants his criticism, his passion and promises are 
hard to resist. But if Esme gives him a second chance, will she, like 
her beloved bookstore, lose more than she can handle? A sharply 
observed and evocative tale of learning to face reality without giving 
up on your dreams, The Bookstore is sheer enchantment from start 
to finish. 

The Bookstore 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Booklist starred review 
-National print publicity 
-Online publicity 
-Author's Web site: www.DeborahMeyler.com 
-Author's residence: Cambridge 

Born in Manchester, Deborah Meyler studied 
English at Oxford University and completed a 
Master of Philosophy thesis on American fiction at 
St. Andrews University. She lives in Cambridge. 
 
Heather Wilds has appeared in numerous plays 
on the London stage to great critical acclaim. She 
has also performed in award-winning films, 
appeared on TV and in commercials, and works 
as an audiobook narrator and voice actress. 

Author(s): Deborah Meyler 
Read by: Heather Wilds 
FICTION/Contemporary Women 
Gallery 08/20/2013 
12 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/17/2014 
Trade | 9781452618593 | 10 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452648590 | 10 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452668598 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"Connolly's latest is a captivating tale--sweet, nostalgic, and full of Irish charm, but also tightly plotted and full of 
twists, turns, and shocking reveals . . . Connolly's County Cork Mysteries have a ton of promise." -The Maine Suspect for 
Buried in a Bog 

As the new owner of Sullivan's Pub in County Cork, Ireland, Maura 
Donovan gets an earful of all the village gossip. But uncovering the 
truth about some local rumors has the potential to close her down 
for good.  
 
Bostonian Maura is beginning to feel settled in her new Irish home, 
just in time for summer tourist season to bring fresh business to 
her pub. But the first traveler to arrive is thirsty for more than just a 
pint of Guinness. Althea Hathaway is hot on the trail of a long-lost 
Van Dyck painting. 
 
Maura agrees to help Althea meet with the residents at the local 
manor house, the most likely location of the missing art. But when 
the manor's gardener is found murdered, Maura wonders what 
Althea's real motives are. Now, to solve the secret of the lost 
portrait and catch a killer, Maura will have to practice her Irish gift of 
gab and hunt down some local history-before someone else is out 
of the picture . . . 

Scandal in Skibbereen  
Book 2 in the County Cork Mystery series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous release 
-New York Times bestselling series 
-Online advertising 
-Social media outreach and online promotion 
-Author's Web site: www.sheilaconnolly.com 
-Author's residence: Massachusetts 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Buried in a Bog 9781452619170 Connolly, Sheila January 2014 $42.99

Sheila Connolly is the nationally bestselling, 
award-winning author of the Orchard Mystery 
series, the Museum series, and the stand-alone 
titles Relatively Dead and Once She Knew. She lives 
in Massachusetts. 
 
Amy Rubinate has narrated audiobooks for many 
major audiobook publishers. She has received 
AudioFile's Earphones Award, and her narration for 
The Lily Pond was a Booklist Top 10 Historical 
Fiction on Audio 2012 selection. 

Author(s): Sheila Connolly 
Read by: Amy Rubinate 
FICTION/Mystery & Detective 
Berkley Pub Group (Mm) 02/04/2014 
9 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/04/2014 
Trade | 9781452619187 | 8 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452649184 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669182 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



After consolidating his gains against the enemy English, King 
Robert the Bruce of Scotland sends his best soldiers to fortify the 
lawless borders. These legendary warriors of the Highland Guard 
let nothing come before king and country-except the calling of 
their hearts.  
 
Of all Bruce's elite warriors, Robert "Raider" Boyd is the most 
formidable. A true patriot whose bare hands are a deadly weapon, 
Robbie is the fierce enforcer of the Guard, and his hatred of the 
English has been honed to a razor-sharp edge. But vengeance 
proves bittersweet when his enemy's beautiful sister falls into his 
hands and he finds himself fighting temptation-a battle he badly 
wants to lose. 
 
Lady Rosalin Clifford barely recognizes the rebel prisoner she saved 
from execution six years ago. Though her girlish ideals for fairness 
have matured into a passion for justice, Rosalin believes she 
betrayed her brother when she helped this dangerous man escape. 
Now her traitorous act has come back to haunt her. But she can't 
deny the longing this tormented warrior ignites in her, or deny the 
passion that turns sworn enemies into lovers. Is the gentle love of 
a true English rose enough to free Scotland's most brutal warrior 
from a path of vengeance-before it's too late? 

The Raider  
Book 8 in the Highland Guard series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times bestselling author and series 
-For fans of Teresa Medieros, Karen Marie 
Moning, and Diana Gabaldon 
-Author's Web site: www.monicamccarty.com 
-Author's residence: San Francisco Bay Area 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
The Recruit 9781452617473 McCarty, Monica December 2013 $44.99
The Hunter 9781452617480 McCarty, Monica December 2013 $44.99
The Saint 9781452617466 McCarty, Monica November 2013 $44.99
The Viper 9781452617459 McCarty, Monica November 2013 $44.99

Monica McCarty is the New York Times and USA 
Today bestselling author of more than ten 
Scottish historical romance novels, including the 
Campbell series, the MacLeods of Skye series, 
and the Highland Guard novels. 
 
Antony Ferguson, a native of London, England, is 
a classically trained actor and has appeared in 
numerous productions in London, Off Broadway, 
and Regional theater. As a voice actor, he has 
over fifty audiobooks to his credit. 

Author(s): Monica McCarty 
Read by: Antony Ferguson 
FICTION/Romance 
Ballantine Books 02/25/2014 
13 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/25/2014 
Trade | 9781452617497 | 11 CDs | $44.99 
Library | 9781452647494 | 11 CDs | $90.99 
MP3 | 9781452667492 | 2 CDs | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Rachel Bach presents the rollicking sequel to the science fiction 
novel Fortune's Pawn.  
 
Devi Morris has a lot of problems, and not the fun, easy-to-shoot 
kind either. After a mysterious attack left her short several 
memories and one partner, she'd determined to keep her head 
down, do her job, and get on with her life. But even though Devi's 
not actually looking for it this time, trouble keeps finding her. She 
sees ghostly creatures no one else can, the inexplicable black stain 
on her hands keeps getting bigger, and she can't seem to stop 
getting into compromising situations with a man she's supposed to 
hate. But when a deadly crisis exposes far more of the truth than 
she bargained for, Devi discovers there are worse fates than being 
shot, and sometimes the only people you can trust are the ones 
who want you dead. 

Honor's Knight  
Book 2 in the Paradox series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-For fans of Elizabeth Moon, Louis McMaster, 
Bujold, Ann Aguirre, and Christine Smith 
-Extensive social media campaign 
-National print and online publicity 
-Author's Web site: www.rachelaaron.net 
-Author's residence: Athens, GA 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Fortune's Pawn 9781452616032 Bach, Rachel November 2013 $39.99

Rachel Bach is an author who also writes fantasy 
under the name Rachel Aaron. 
 
Emily Durante has narrated the Midnight Twins 
trilogy by Jacquelyn Mitchard, Casting Off by Nicole 
R. Dickson, and Smooth Talking Stranger by Lisa 
Kleypus, and directed the Earphones Award-
winning performance of Heaven's Keep narrated by 
Buck Schirner. 

Author(s): Rachel Bach 
Read by: Emily Durante 
FICTION/Action & Adventure 
Orbit 02/25/2014 
11 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/25/2014 
Trade | 9781452616049 | 9 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452646046 | 9 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452666044 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"Filled with rough language, no-holds-barred sex, the rumblings of a biker war, and threats from the past, this fast-
paced novel entertains while setting up the next book in the series." -Publishers Weekly 

Joanna Wylde presents the second installment of the Reaper's 
Legacy Motorcycle Club series, in which an outlaw biker makes it 
his mission to provide a better life for a single mother and her son. 
Contains mature themes.  
 
Eight years ago, Sophie gave her heart-and her virginity-to Zach 
Barrett on a night that couldn't have been less romantic or more 
embarrassing. Zach's stepbrother, a steely-muscled, tattooed biker 
named Ruger, caught them in the act, getting a peep show of 
Sophie he's never forgotten. 
 
She may have lost her dignity that fateful night, but Sophie also 
gained something precious-her son Noah. Unfortunately, Zach's a 
deadbeat dad, leaving Ruger as Noah's only male role model. 
When he discovers Sophie and his nephew living in near poverty, 
Ruger takes matters into his own hands-with the help of the 
Reapers Motorcycle Club-to give them a better life. 
 
Living with outlaw bikers wasn't Sophie's plan for her son, but Ruger 
isn't giving her a choice. He'll be there for Noah, whether she wants 
him or not. But Sophie does want him, has always wanted him. Now 
she'll learn that taking a biker to bed can get a girl dirty in every 
way... 

Reaper's Legacy  
Book 2 in the Reaper's MC series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-For fans of the hit FX television show, Sons of 
Anarchy 
-Print features and reviews 
-Online reviews and author interviews 
-Author's Web site: www.joannawylde.net 
-Author's residence: North Idaho 

Joanna Wylde is a freelance writer who has been 
working professionally for more than eight years 
as a journalist and fund-raiser. In April 2002, she 
branched out into fiction with The Price of 
Pleasure, a futuristic romance published by 
Ellora's Cave. She is 29 years old, married, and 
lives in north Idaho. 
 
Tatiana Sokolov narrates a variety of fiction but 
especially likes saucy romances. 
 
Todd Haberkorn works professionally in Los 
Angeles as an actor, director, producer, and 
writer. As a narrator, he has won multiple 
Earphone Awards and has had the pleasure of 
narrating everything from a maritime thriller to a 
story about a bed-and-breakfast vacation spot 
for aliens. 

Author(s): Joanna Wylde 
Read by: Tatiana Sokolov, Todd Haberkorn 
FICTION/Romance 
Berkley Pub Group 02/04/2014 
12 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/26/2014 
Trade | 9781452619125 | 10 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452649122 | 10 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669120 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



In the latest novel in Jaci Burton's Play-by-Play series, hockey 
star Drew hopes to convince aspiring fashion designer Carolina 
that he's a changed man. Contains mature themes.  
 
Everything's coming together for budding fashion designer Carolina 
Preston. Only months away from having her own line, she could use 
some publicity. That's when her brother suggests his best friend as 
a model-hockey player Drew Hogan. 
 
Carolina and Drew already have a history-a hot one, back in 
college. Unforgettable for Carolina, but for Drew, just another slap 
shot. This time, though, it's different. His perfect body would be for 
professional use only. This time, she could use him. 
 
Drew is all for it. He's looking forward to the exposure. Plus, it would 
give him a chance to prove to Carolina that he's changed. If only 
he could thaw her emotions, convince her to let down her guard and 
let him in just one more time . . . 

Melting the Ice  
Book 7 in the Play by Play series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous release 
-Blog tour 
-Print features and reviews 
-Online reviews and author interviews 
-Author's Web site: www.jaciburton.com 
-Author's residence: Oklahoma 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
One Sweet Ride 9781452614984 Burton, Jaci September 2013 $39.99
Thrown by a Curve 9781452614977 Burton, Jaci August 2013 $39.99
Playing to Win 9781452614960 Burton, Jaci July 2013 $39.99
Changing the Game 9781452611587 Burton, Jaci April 2013 $39.99

Jaci Burton is the New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling, award-winning author of over fifty 
books, including the A Storm for All Seasons 
series and the Wild Riders series. 
 
Lucy Malone has narrated dozens of audiobooks 
and is one of the most sought-after voices for 
erotica narration. A number of her titles are 
consistent bestsellers on Amazon and Audible, 
and she has been described as having "the best 
voice in the biz." 

Author(s): Jaci Burton 
Read by: Lucy Malone 
FICTION/Romance 
Berkley 02/04/2014 
10 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/04/2014 
Trade | 9781452614991 | 7 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452644998 | 7 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452664996 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"Accomplished debut . . . in style and substance Moyes is a worthy addition to [Rosamunde Pilcher and Maeve Binchy's] 
ranks. . . . Fluidly paced and cast with engaging characters." -Booklist 
 
"[Moyes's] thoughtful tone and light touch make this a delightful read." -Publishers Weekly 

From the acclaimed author of Sheltering Rain comes an intensely 
moving story of two women whose lives entwine through a lovely 
seaside house.  
 
The tiny, well-ordered seaside village of Merham holds little to 
interest the adventurous-except for Arcadia, the breathtaking art 
deco house perched above the shoreline. Attracted to this magical 
place, young Lottie Swift surrenders freely to its temptations and 
ultimately must face the hard consequences of her actions. 
 
Years later, another young woman comes to Merham. A designer 
hired to make over the now-empty Arcadia, Daisy Parsons seeks a 
new beginning, as Lottie once did. Fleeing a broken relationship, 
Daisy finds refuge at Arcadia, and something more-a love she 
thought she would never know again. 

Windfallen 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: www.jojomoyes.com 
-Author's residence: Essex, England 

Jojo Moyes is the award-winning author of The Girl 
You Left Behind, Silver Bay, and The Horse Dancer, 
among other novels. She is a two-time winner of 
the Romantic Novelists' Association's Romantic 
Novel of the Year Award. Jojo lives in Essex, 
England, with her husband and their three 
children. 
 
Michelle Ford is a native Brit and professional 
voice actor with a proven track record in long 
narration. She has over twenty titles in published 
audiobooks to her credit covering contemporary 
fiction, historical romance, mythical/paranormal 
fiction, biographies, children's stories, short 
stories, science fiction, and business. 

Author(s): Jojo Moyes 
Read by: Michelle Ford 
FICTION/Romance 
William Morrow 07/30/2013 
16 hrs  
Unabridged 
US Only 
02/17/2014 
Trade | 9781452619835 | 13 CDs | $49.99 
Library | 9781452649832 | 13 CDs | $95.99 
MP3 | 9781452669830 | 2 CDs | $34.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

cmcneil
Typewritten Text
LITERARY FICTION



Praise:  
"The level of both concept and execution is consistently high."-Booklist 

A captivating anthology of horror, thriller, and dark fantasy tales 
by seventeen pairs of celebrated writers, including New York Times 
bestselling authors Charlaine Harris, Rachel Caine, Holly Black, 
Cassandra Clare, Stuart MacBride, and Sherrilyn Kenyon.  
 
Dark Duets is a feast of eerie and mesmerizing horror, thriller, and 
dark fantasy tales-an ambitious and unique anthology featuring 
biting and atmospheric original stories from seventeen pairs of 
acclaimed writers, all collaborating together for the first time, 
including New York Times bestselling authors Charlaine Harris, 
Rachel Caine, Holly Black, Cassandra Clare, Stuart MacBride, 
Sherrilyn Kenyon, Jonathan Maberry, and David Liss. 
 
Penned by two authors-and in one case, a trio-who have never 
worked together before, the stories in this enthralling literary 
chemistry blend diverse elements and rich themes into 
mesmerizing and highly combustible tales that delve deep into the 
shadowy, unexplored realms of the imagination. 
 
On the night before Halloween, an unwitting young woman falls 
under the spell of a dangerous man-and into a terrifying 
multiverse-in "T Rhymer" by Gregory Frost and Jonathan Maberry. 
Sarah MacLean and Carrie Ryan explore the exquisite agony of 
eternal love in "She, Doomed Girl." "Welded" by Tom Piccirilli and T. 
M. Wright offers an unsettling vision of evil that infects and 
destroys lives. 
 
Mixing the ordinary with the extraordinary, these bold and vivid 
stories offer a compelling survey of the supernatural world that is 
sure to frighten and enchant. 

Dark Duets  
All-New Tales of Horror and Dark Fantasy 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Includes author pairings such as Charlaine Harris 
with Rachel Caine, and Gregory Frost with 
Jonathan Maberry 
-Outreach to science fiction and fantasy sites 
-Featured at Comic-Cons 
-Author's Web site: www.christophergolden.com 

Christopher Golden is the New York Times 
bestselling author of Of Saints and Shadows, The 
Myth Hunters, and The Boys Are Back in Town. 
 
John Lee has won numerous Audie Awards and 
AudioFile Earphones Awards, and he was named a 
Golden Voice by AudioFile in 2009. 
 
Anne Flosnik has garnered two AudioFile 
Earphones Awards, an ALA Award, and three Audie 
Award nominations. 
 
Hillary Huber has earned several Audie Award 
nominations, including for A Field of Darkness by 
Cornelia Read. 
 
Robertson Dean has been nominated for several 
Audie Awards, won nine Earphones Awards, and 
was named one of AudioFile magazine's Best 
Voices of 2010. 

Author(s): Christopher Golden 
Read by: John Lee, Anne Flosnik, Hillary Huber, Robertson Dean 
FICTION/Anthologies (multiple authors) 
Harper Voyager 01/07/2014 
13 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/04/2014 
Trade | 9781452619354 | 15 CDs | $54.99 
Library | 9781452649351 | 15 CDs | $119.99 
MP3 | 9781452669359 | 2 CDs | $34.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

cmcneil
Typewritten Text
MYSTERY/THRILLER/SUSPENSE



Praise:  
"Webb's next installment in her Faces of Evil series is not only a treat for fans, but is going to provide some chills. . . . 
Webb twists parallel storylines together into a more than satisfying climax." -RT Book Reviews 

The vicious serial killer known as the Player is back and taunting 
Deputy Chief Jess Harris just as she takes on the case of a sadistic 
child killer in this thrilling entry in Debra Webb's bestselling Faces 
of Evil series.  
 
The serial killer known as the Player is taunting Jess Harris with 
pictures of his victims. He has dragged her into another of his 
deadly games. But Jess has a job to do in Birmingham. She's a 
deputy chief and her unit's latest case involves one of 
Birmingham's oldest and coldest cases. 
 
For two decades the Man in the Moon stole a little girl each year on 
the night of a harvest moon. Then suddenly he stopped, and the 
case was never solved. Now, thirteen years after the last child was 
taken, Jess receives a gift from the Man in the Moon-the remains 
of his final victim. When the bones and the terrifying messages 
written to Jess just keep coming, she and her team must find the 
Man in the Moon before he takes another victim. 
 
As Jess closes her case, one last message from the Player reminds 
her that the game is far from over. 

Ruthless  
Book 6 in the Faces of Evil series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-USA Today bestselling author 
-For fans of Sandra Brown, Lisa Jackson, and 
Karin Slaughter 
-Author's Web site: www.debrawebb.com 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Revenge 9781452617763 Webb, Debra January 2014 $39.99
Rage 9781452617756 Webb, Debra December 2013 $39.99
Power 9781452617749 Webb, Debra December 2013 $39.99
Impulse 9781452617732 Webb, Debra November 2013 $39.99

Debra Webb has penned more than one hundred 
novels, including her internationally bestselling 
Colby Agency series and the romantic thriller 
series Faces of Evil, which propelled Debra to the 
top of the bestseller charts and garnered critical 
acclaim from reviewers and readers alike. 
 
Carol Schneider is a veteran actor and narrator 
based in New York City. She has performed on 
Broadway, Off-Broadway, and in regional theater, 
as well as in studio and independent films that 
have been screened at the Sundance, Tribeca, 
and Slamdance film festivals. 

Author(s): Debra Webb 
Read by: Carol Schneider 
FICTION/Romance 
Forever 08/27/2013 
9 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/10/2014 
Trade | 9781452617770 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452647777 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452667775 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



In this gripping novel from T. E. Sivec, a tragic accident prompts 
two friends to uncover shocking secrets. Contains mature themes.  
 
He saw her first, but his friend made the move. 
 
She settled for the safer choice, but her heart knew the truth. 
 
They love, they crave, they lie. 
 
Garrett McCarthy, Annabelle Parker, and Milo Roberts were as close 
as friends could get. They shared in each other's joy during 
graduations, promotions, and engagements. They consoled one 
another through heartache and loss. 
 
When one of the friends' life is tragically cut short, it's up to the two 
left behind to pick up the pieces and find out the truth-no matter 
the cost. As they slowly start to uncover the nature of his deception, 
and the very powerful people behind it, they begin to question 
everyone and everything, even themselves. 
 
Everyone has secrets-some do it for love while others do it for 
power. Those secrets can change perceptions, alter reality and 
sometimes destroy lives. 
 
What do you do when you find out your whole life has been a lie? 

A Beautiful Lie  
Book 1 in the Playing with Fire series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-USA Today bestselling author 
-T.E. Sivec is the pen name of Tara Sivec 
-Author's Web site: www.tarasivec.com 
-Author's residence: Ohio 

T. E. Sivec is the USA Today bestselling author of 
several books, including the Chocolate Lovers 
series and Watch Over Me. She lives in Ohio. 
 
Award-winning stage actress Abby Craden works 
in all aspects of voice-over and can be heard in 
numerous commercials, animation, video games, 
and audiobooks. AudioFile magazine has awarded 
her an Earphones Award as well as named her 
One of 2012's Best Voices. 

Author(s): T.E. Sivec 
Read by: Abby Craden 
FICTION/Romance 
Self-published 01/02/2013 
16 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/04/2014 
Trade | 9781452617909 | 11 CDs | $49.99 
Library | 9781452647906 | 11 CDs | $95.99 
MP3 | 9781452667904 | 2 CDs | $34.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



USA Today bestselling author T. E. Sivec brings us the second book 
in her Playing with Fire Series. Contains mature themes.  
 
Brady Marshall has made a career of playing it safe. When he 
decides to do something rash and becomes a Navy SEAL, he thinks 
he's finally escaped the rigid structure of the high society life his 
parents forced down his throat. All he does is trade in one set of 
rules for another. He follows military protocol to a T, but it still 
results in the death of an entire team of Navy SEALS and puts his 
best friends directly in harm's way. He's struggled to stay afloat and 
not drown in grief, guilt, and booze, but he's losing that battle 
quickly. When his baby sister flees her abusive husband and shows 
up on his doorstep with his young niece in tow, he has no choice but 
to clean up his act. He will stop at nothing to protect them and 
never let them down again, even if it means taking a job that goes 
against everything he believes in. 
 
Layla Carlysle has lived a life of luxury. She's been a star since the 
young age of fifteen, and every record she releases shoots straight 
to the top of the charts. She has people surrounding her every 
single day telling her how amazing she is, how beautiful she is, and 
how lucky she is, but she's never felt more alone in her entire life. 
She wants nothing more than to break free and do what she really 
wants to do: write her own music, sing her own songs, and find a 
way to finally be happy with her life. The only thing standing in her 
way is her mother, Eve Carlysle. When an overly amorous fan's 
letters become increasingly more sinister, Brady will have to suck up 
his opinion of how the other half lives to take the job seriously. The 
pair will need to learn to trust each other and put aside their 
differences before the letters become a reality and someone's life 
is in jeopardy. 

Because of You  
Book 2 in the Playing with Fire series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-USA Today bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: www.tarasivec.com 
-Author's residence: Ohio 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
A Beautiful Lie 9781452617909 Sivec, T.E. February 2014 $49.99

T. E. Sivec is the USA Today bestselling author of 
several books, including the Chocolate Lovers 
series and Watch Over Me. She lives in Ohio. 
 
Sean Crisden is a multitalented actor and an 
AudioFile Earphones Award-winning narrator who 
has recorded audiobooks in almost every genre, 
from science fiction to romance. He has also 
voiced characters in numerous video games and 
appeared in many commercials and films, 
including The Last Airbender. 
 
Award-winning stage actress Abby Craden works 
in all aspects of voice-over and can be heard in 
numerous commercials, animation, video games, 
and audiobooks. AudioFile magazine has awarded 
her an Earphones Award as well as named her 
One of 2012's Best Voices. 

Author(s): T.E. Sivec 
Read by: Sean Crisden, Abby Craden 
FICTION/Romance 
Self-published 04/29/2013 
10 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/25/2014 
Trade | 9781452617916 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452647913 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452667911 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"Chiang writes seldom, but his almost unfathomably wonderful stories tick away with the precision of a Swiss watch-and 
explode in your awareness with shocking, devastating force." -Kirkus Starred Review 
 
"The first must-read SF book of the year." -Publishers Weekly Starred Review 
 
"He puts the science back in science fiction-brilliantly." -Booklist Starred Review 

Celebrated science fiction author Ted Chiang presents an exciting 
collection of his first eight published stories.  
 
This new edition of Ted Chiang's masterful first collection, Stories of 
Your Life and Others, includes his first eight published stories. 
Combining the precision and scientific curiosity of Kim Stanley 
Robinson with Lorrie Moore's cool, clear love of language and 
narrative intricacy, this award-winning collection offers listeners the 
dual delights of the very, very strange and the heartbreakingly 
familiar. 
 
Stories of Your Life and Others presents characters who must confront 
sudden change-the inevitable rise of automatons or the 
appearance of aliens-while striving to maintain some sense of 
normalcy. In the amazing and much-lauded title story, a grieving 
mother copes with divorce and the death of her daughter by drawing 
on her knowledge of alien languages and non-linear memory 
recollection. A clever pastiche of news reports and interviews 
chronicles a college's initiative to "turn off" the human ability to 
recognize beauty in "Liking What You See: A Documentary." With 
sharp intelligence and humor, Chiang examines what it means to 
be alive in a world marked by uncertainty and constant change, and 
also by beauty and wonder. 

Stories of Your Life and Others 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Kirkus, Publishers Weekly, and Booklist starred 
reviews 
-Previous title Exhalation won the Hugo, British 
Science Fiction, and Locus awards 
-Author's residence: near Seattle, WA 

Ted Chiang is a celebrated science fiction writer 
and the author of numerous short stories, 
including "Exhalation," which won the Hugo, 
British Science Fiction, and Locus awards. He lives 
near Seattle. 
 
Former radio broadcaster Todd McLaren has been 
heard on more than 5,000 TV and radio 
commercials; narrations for documentaries on 
such networks as A&E and the History Channel; 
and films. His book narrations have earned him a 
prestigious Audie Award as well as a Publishers 
Weekly Listen-Up Award. 
 
Award-winning stage actress Abby Craden works 
in all aspects of voice-over and can be heard in 
numerous commercials, animation, video games, 
and audiobooks. AudioFile magazine has awarded 
her an Earphones Award as well as named her 
One of 2012's Best Voices. 

Author(s): Ted Chiang 
Read by: Todd McLaren, Abby Craden 
FICTION/Science Fiction 
Small Beer Press 10/26/2010 
11 hrs  
Unabridged 
North America 
02/10/2014 
Trade | 9781452618821 | 9 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452648828 | 9 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452668826 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

cmcneil
Typewritten Text
SCI-FI/FANTASY



Praise:  
"The latest novel in Modesitt's Recluce series is one of the best and most accessible for readers new to the saga. . . . Will 
hold existing series fans and probably recruit some new ones." -Booklist 

In the sixth book in L. E. Modesitt, Jr.'s Saga of Recluce series, 
Nylan, an engineer and builder, races against time to raise a great 
tower on the plateau known as the Roof of the World.  
 
L. E. Modesitt, Jr.'s bestselling fantasy novels set in the magical 
world of Recluce have established a standard of entertainment in 
contemporary fantasy. "In Modesitt's universe, where good and evil, 
chaos and order, are in perpetual conflict, a young wizard finds that 
his destiny is to strike a balance, but at considerable personal cost. 
Modesitt creates a deeper and more intricate world with each 
volume," says Publishers Weekly. "Modesitt's elaborate and 
intelligent working out of a system of magic and a system of 
technology parallel to it is becoming more the lifeblood of the 
Recluce books with every new volume. . . . His saga continues to 
gain in popularity," says Booklist. Each Recluce novel tells an 
independent story that nevertheless reverberates though all the 
other Recluce novels to deepen and enrich the listener's 
experience. 
 
Now, in Fall of Angels, Modesitt moves deep into Recluce's past to 
chronicle the founding of the Empire of the Legend, the almost 
mythological domain ruled by women warriors on the highland 
plateau of the continent of Candar. He tells the story from the point 
of view of Nylan, the engineer and builder whose job it is to raise a 
great tower on the plateau known as the Roof of the World. Here 
the exiled women warriors will live and survive to fulfill their destiny. 
Here a revolutionary new society will be born . . . if Nylan can get 
the tower built and defenses in place before the rulers of the 
lowland nations come with their armies to obliterate them all. And if 
Nylan can learn to control the magical powers that are growing within 
him. 
 

Fall of Angels  
Book 6 in the Saga of Recluce series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-First time on audio 
-New York Times bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: www.lemodesittjr.com 
-Author's residence: Cedar City, Utah 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
The Death of Chaos 9781452616810 Modesitt, L. E. January 2014 $69.99
The Order War 9781452616803 Modesitt, L. E. December 2013 $54.99
The Magic Engineer 9781452616797 Modesitt, L. E. November 2013 $69.99
The Towers of the Sunset 9781452614243 Modesitt, L. E. July 2013 $54.99

L. E. Modesitt, Jr., is the bestselling author of 
over forty novels encompassing two science 
fiction series and three fantasy series, including 
the Saga of Recluce series. 
 
Kirby Heyborne, an accomplished actor, musician, 
and comedian, has received a number of 
AudioFile Earphones Awards and has narrated such 
titles as Nick and Nora's Infinite Playlist by Rachel 
Cohn and David Levithan, Black Swan Green by 
David Mitchell, and The Genius by Jesse 
Kellerman. 

Author(s): L. E. Modesitt, Jr. 
Read by: Kirby Heyborne 
FICTION/Fantasy 
Tor 01/01/1996 
20 hrs 30 min 
Unabridged 
World English 
02/17/2014 
Trade | 9781452616827 | 17 CDs | $54.99 
Library | 9781452646824 | 17 CDs | $119.99 
MP3 | 9781452666822 | 2 CDs | $39.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"Jacka puts other urban fantasists to shame with the fourth Alex Verus novel, a stellar blend of thoughtful philosophy 
and explosive action populated by a stereotype-defying diverse cast." -Publishers Weekly Starred Review 

In Benedict Jacka's latest novel, Alex Verus's ability to foresee the 
future has gotten him out of many a tough scrape. This time, 
though, he may be in over his head . . .  
 
I don't publicly advertise that I'm a mage, but I don't exactly hide it 
either, and one of the odd things I've learnt over the years is just how 
much you can get away with if you're blatant enough. Hide something 
behind smoke and mirrors and make people work to find it, and they'll 
tear the place down looking for what's there. 
 
Alex Verus is a diviner who can see probable futures-a talent that's 
gotten him out of many a tough scrape. But this time, he may be in 
over his head. Alex was once apprenticed to a Dark mage, and in 
his service he did a lot of things he isn't proud of. 
 
As rumors swirl that his old master is coming back, Alex comes face 
to face with his misdeeds in the form of a young adept whose only 
goal is to get revenge. Alex has changed his life for the better, but 
he's afraid of what his friends-including his apprentice, Luna-will 
think of his past. But if they're going to put themselves at risk, they 
need to know exactly what kind of man they're fighting for . . . 

Chosen  
Book 4 in the Alex Verus series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Publishers Weekly starred review 
-For fans of Simon R. Green and Jim Butcher 
-Print advertising in fantasy publications 
-Online promotion 
-Author's Web site: www.benedictjacka.co.uk 
-Author's residence: London 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Taken 9781452618784 Jacka, Benedict January 2014 $42.99
Cursed 9781452618777 Jacka, Benedict January 2014 $42.99
Fated 9781452618760 Jacka, Benedict December 2013 $42.99

Benedict Jacka is the author of the Alex Verus 
series and the Ninja series. He earned a BA in 
philosophy from Cambridge University and has 
held positions ranging from civil servant to 
bouncer to teacher. He lives in London. 
 
With acting credits that span stage and screen, 
Gildart Jackson is most often recognized for his 
role as Gideon on Charmed. Other notable TV 
roles include Jackson Palmer on Providence and 
Simon Prentiss on General Hospital, and his 
theater roles include Henry Higgins in My Fair 
Lady, and Adrian in Private Eyes at the Old Globe. 

Author(s): Benedict Jacka 
Read by: Gildart Jackson 
FICTION/Fantasy 
Ace Books 08/27/2013 
10 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/17/2014 
Trade | 9781452618791 | 8 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452648798 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452668796 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"A fast-paced tale of survival and resistance." -Library Journal 
 
"[B]reakneck pacing, good action scenes, and unexpectedly strong characterization, alien-invasion buffs should enjoy." 
-Booklist 

Nationally bestselling author William C. Dietz presents the first 
installment of the Sauron series.  
 
On Black Friday, the aliens attacked. 
 
The human race was enslaved. 
 
But soon, everything will change . . . 
 
Tomorrow is not just another day. 

Deathday  
Book 1 in the Suaron series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-National bestselling author of Earth Rise 
-Author's Web site: www.williamcdietz.com 
-Author's residence Washington 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
The Halo: The Flood 9781400101139 Dietz, William C. July 2008 $34.99

William C. Dietz is the author of more than thirty 
novels, including Legion of the Damned, Deathday, 
and Earthrise. Dietz is a member of the Author's 
Guild, the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of 
America, and the International Association of 
Media Tie-in Writers. 
 
Luke Daniels has worked professionally as a 
director, teacher, audiobook narrator, and voice-
over, commercial, and industrial actor. He has 
performed at many repertory theaters across the 
United States, including the Utah Shakespearean 
Festival and the Connecticut Repertory Theatre. 

Author(s): William C. Dietz 
Read by: Luke Daniels 
FICTION/Science Fiction 
Ace Books 10/01/2002 
10 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/24/2014 
Trade | 9781452619279 | 8 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452649276 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669274 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"A fascinating invasion thriller." -Midwest Book Review 
 
"A classic alien-invasion tale of survival." -Kevin J. Anderson 

William Dietz returns to the world of Deathday with Earthrise, as 
Alex Franklin, the puppet president in the service of the occupying 
Saurons, experiences a change of heart-and transforms from a 
collaborator into a secret agent in an underground war of 
resistance.  
 
It took three days for the Saurons to destroy the great cities of the 
world, wrapping the earth in a blanket of fire and ash. 
 
More than three billion people perished under the alien assault. But 
the invaders stopped short of complete annihilation. They needed 
survivors. They needed slaves. 
 
Jack Manning was one of them. He knows the purpose behind the 
construction of the oppressive alien temples--incubators for a new 
generation of Saurons that will one day make the takeover of Earth 
complete. 
 
It's time to fight back. 

Earth Rise  
Book 2 in the Suaron series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-National bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: www.williamcdietz.com 
-Author's residence: Washington 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
The Halo: The Flood 9781400101139 Dietz, William C. July 2008 $34.99

William C. Dietz is the author of more than thirty 
novels, including Legion of the Damned, Deathday, 
and Earthrise. Dietz is a member of the Author's 
Guild, the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of 
America, and the International Association of 
Media Tie-in Writers. 
 
Luke Daniels has worked professionally as a 
director, teacher, audiobook narrator, and voice-
over, commercial, and industrial actor. He has 
performed at many repertory theaters across the 
United States, including the Utah Shakespearean 
Festival and the Connecticut Repertory Theatre. 

Author(s): William C. Dietz 
Read by: Luke Daniels 
FICTION/Science Fiction 
Ace Books 09/01/2003 
15 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/28/2014 
Trade | 9781452619286 | 12 CDs | $44.99 
Library | 9781452649283 | 12 CDs | $95.99 
MP3 | 9781452669281 | 2 CDs | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"Probably [Dietz's] best-realized character to date." -Chronicle 
 
"Far-future, planet-hopping adventure . . . this one is not to be missed." -Kirkus 
 
"Engaging. . . . Action-packed." -Publishers Weekly 

In his latest science fiction novel, William C. Dietz tells the tale of a 
man whose job becomes nothing less than a mission to change the 
status quo.  
 
In a crumbling futuristic society, Earth is only a myth, the 
technological advances of centuries have faded into distant 
memory, and space travel depends on a fleet of run-down, 
unreliable ships. Only the brave-or foolhardy-undertake such risky 
journeys. The brave, the foolhardy-and the runners . . . 
 
Jak Rebo is one such runner, whose current job is to deliver a future 
religious leader to his people, while avoiding assassins. If that's not 
enough, he gets involved with a very beautiful woman who holds 
the secret to instantaneous travel between star systems-a secret 
that some would kill for. 
 
With death waiting at every port, Jak soon realizes that this time he 
is running for his life . . . 

Runner  
Book 1 in the Run Duology series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-National bestselling author of Earth Rise 
-Author's Web site: www.williamcdietz.com 
-Author's residence Washington 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Earth Rise 9781452619286 Dietz, William C. February 2014 $44.99
Deathday 9781452619279 Dietz, William C. February 2014 $42.99
Halo: The Flood 9781400101139 Dietz, William C. July 2008 $34.99

William C. Dietz is the author of more than thirty 
novels, including Legion of the Damned, Deathday, 
and Earthrise. 
 
Sean Runnette, a multiple AudioFile Earphones 
Award winner, has produced several Audie Award-
winning audiobooks. He is a member of the 
American Repertory Theater company, and his 
television and film appearances include Two If by 
Sea, Copland, Sex and the City, Law & Order, and 
Third Watch. 

Author(s): William C. Dietz 
Read by: Sean Runnette 
FICTION/Science Fiction 
Ace Books 09/26/2006 
15 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/28/2014 
Trade | 9781452619293 | 12 CDs | $44.99 
Library | 9781452649290 | 12 CDs | $95.99 
MP3 | 9781452669298 | 2 CDs | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"Quirky characters, madcap antics, snappy dialogue, charged love scenes, and sitcomesque humor keep things moving 
at a breakneck pace." -Publishers Weekly 
 
"Laurenston has a great feel for how animals, or animal shifters, might act and interact." -RT Book Reviews 

In the latest novel in Shelly Laurenston's Pride series, sparks fly 
when a resourceful she-tiger and a stubborn bear team up to track 
down a human enemy. Contains mature themes.  
 
He's big, burly, and way smarter than your average shapeshifting 
bear. He's also about to get trapped by his own game... 
 
Lou Crushek is a reasonable, mellow, easygoing kind of guy. But 
when someone starts killing the scumbags he works so hard to 
bust, that really gets under his fur. Especially when that someone is 
a curvy she-tiger with a skill set that's turning Crush's lone-bear 
world upside down-and bringing his passion out of hibernation. 
 
As a member of an elite feline protection unit, Marcella Malone has 
no problem body-dropping anyone who hunts her kind. But Crush is 
proving one major pain in her gorgeous tail. The only reason she's 
joined forces with him is to track down the wealthy human who's got 
her entire species in his ruthless sights. It sure isn't because 
Crush's stubborn and contrary attitude is rubbing Cella in all the 
right ways... 

Bear Meets Girl  
Book 7 in the Pride series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: www.shellylaurenston.com 
-Author's residence: West Coast 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Big Bad Beast 9781452616490 Laurenston, Shelly January 2014 $44.99
Beast Behaving Badly 9781452616483 Laurenston, Shelly November 2013 $44.99
The Mane Squeeze 9781452616476 Laurenston, Shelly October 2013 $44.99
The Mane Attraction 9781452614021 Laurenston, Shelly July 2013 $39.99

Shelly Laurenston is the New York Times 
bestselling author of many paranormal romance 
titles, including Wolf with Benefits, Bear Meets Girl, 
and the Magnus Pack series. 
 
Charlotte Kane is a classically trained actor with 
numerous film, television, and voice-over credits. 
She has also appeared on stage in London, Los 
Angeles, and New York. 

Author(s): Shelly Laurenston 
Read by: Charlotte Kane 
FICTION/Romance 
Brava 03/27/2012 
12 hrs  
Unabridged 
North America 
02/17/2014 
Trade | 9781452616506 | 10 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452646503 | 10 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452666501 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

cmcneil
Typewritten Text
PARANORMAL



Praise:  
"A clever, wry tale that bodes well for future installments." -Publishers Weekly 

From bestselling author Christine Warren comes the first book in a 
thrilling new series about a young woman caught between a rock 
and a hard place-between gargoyles and demons.  
 
Ella Harrow is trying to carve out a normal life for herself. Well, as 
normal as an art geek with psychic abilities can hope for. As 
museum docent and gift shop manager, Ella is able to keep her 
distance from people-and her powers in check-while surrounding 
herself with the artifacts she loves. But how on earth is she 
supposed to act normal when a thousand-year-old statue on the 
museum's terrace suddenly comes to life? 
 
Not your ordinary gargoyle, Kees has been asleep for eons, waiting 
for a portent of evil to wake him from his slumber. Kees isn't a 
vision; he's a bat-winged guardian created to protect the world from 
the seven demons of the Dark. Somehow, Ella triggered his 
reawakening. Maybe the demons have been unleashed? Maybe his 
heart is finally ready to be chiseled open? The fate of the world isn't 
carved in stone . . . yet. 

Heart of Stone  
Book 1 in the Gargoyles series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-This is the first novel in a brand new series from 
Christine Warren 
-New York Times bestselling author 
-Warren has received rave reviews from 
bestselling authors like Julie Kenner, Kerrilyn 
Sparks, and Cheyenne McCray 
-Author's Web site: www.christinewarren.net 
-Author's residence: Pacific Northwest 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Black Magic Woman 9781452603315 Warren, Christine December 2011 $39.99
Prince Charming Doesn't Live Here 9781452603308 Warren, Christine December 2011 $34.99
Born to Be Wild 9781452603339 Warren, Christine December 2011 $39.99
Not Your Ordinary Faerie Tale 9781452603322 Warren, Christine November 2011 $34.99

Christine Warren was born and raised in coastal 
New England, and now lives in the Pacific 
Northwest. 
 
A classically trained performer, Laurel Wilson has 
over twenty years of experience in theater, 
television, film, and voice-over. She has 
appeared in dozens of plays and musicals across 
the country. Laurel has lent her voice talents to 
commercials, animation, audiobooks, and radio. 

Author(s): Christine Warren 
Read by: Laurel Wilson 
FICTION/Romance 
St. Martins Press 12/31/2013 
9 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/12/2014 
Trade | 9781452619590 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452649597 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669595 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"Grant's world of immortal dragons is richly detailed and blends beautifully with the familiar realities of her human 
characters." -RT Book Reviews 

New York Times bestselling author Donna Grant presents an 
exciting new collection of paranormal romance stories.  
 
The Dark Kings are sworn to defend an ancient legacy of dragon 
magic. But their fiercest challenge lies in the modern world, where a 
woman's love conquers all. These are their stories. 
 
Dark Heat gathers together these favorite stories of Donna Grant's 
Dark Kings. 
 
"Dark Craving": Fueled by ancient magic-and enflamed by human 
desire-the Dragon King known as Hal can transform himself at will 
into one of the legendary winged creatures he is sworn to protect. 
But one thing he can never do is fall in love . . . with a mortal 
woman. 
 
"Night's Awakening": The dark immortal warriors were never meant 
to experience human desire. But when Guy, a member of an 
ancient order of shapeshifting warriors, meets Elena-a mere mortal 
whose beauty and blind ambition shakes him to his core-all bets 
are off . . . 
 
"Dawn's Desire": For centuries, the Dragon Kings have hidden their 
shapeshifting powers from the world. But when a mortal enemy 
threatens to expose them, the warrior Banan must leave his secret 
lair in the Highlands to risk his life for the dragons within-and resist 
the temptations of human love. 
 
"Passion's Claim": Banan has been waiting for centuries for 
someone like Jane. Guy knew it was love at first sight with Elena. 
Can two Dragon Kings commit to two immortal women for eternity? 
Or does fate have something else in store? 

Dark Heat  
The Dark Kings Stories 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: www.donnagrant.com 
-Author's residence: Texas 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
A Warrior's Heart 9781452612782 Grant, Donna August 2013 $34.99
A Forbidden Temptation 9781452612775 Grant, Donna July 2013 $34.99
A Dark Seduction 9781452612768 Grant, Donna July 2013 $29.99
A Kind of Magic 9781452612751 Grant, Donna June 2013 $34.99

Donna Grant is the bestselling, award-winning 
author of more than twenty novels, including the 
Dark Sword series, the Druids Glen series, and 
the Sisters of Magic series, as well as several 
stand-alone titles, including Forever Mine and 
Primal Heat. 
 
Antony Ferguson, a native of London, England, is 
a classically trained actor and has appeared in 
numerous productions in London, Off Broadway, 
and Regional theater. As a voice actor, he has 
over fifty audiobooks to his credit. 

Author(s): Donna Grant 
Read by: Antony Ferguson 
FICTION/Romance 
St. Martins Press 12/31/2013 
13 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/18/2014 
Trade | 9781452619675 | 11 CDs | $44.99 
Library | 9781452649672 | 11 CDs | $90.99 
MP3 | 9781452669670 | 2 CDs | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"There's never any doubt the heroine and hero will get their happy ending." -RT Book Reviews 
 
"[Ashlyn Chase] entertains with a voice that makes reading her stories pure pleasure. It's like spending time with your 
favorite friends." -Night Owl Reviews 

In the second installment of her Flirting with Fangs series, Ashlyn 
Chase turns up the heat with a sexy story about a dragon 
shapeshifter and the woman he rescues from a burning building. 
Contains mature themes.  
 
Bliss Russo thought nothing exciting ever happened in her life. Until 
her building caught on fire and she had to be carried out of the 
flames in the arms of a gorgeous fireman. Sure, her apartment is 
now in shambles and she'll have to start her huge work project 
completely from scratch. But at least her love life is finally looking 
up . . . if only she can find her red-hot rescuer again. 
 
Dragon shapeshifter Drake Cameron is the last of his clan, and the 
loneliness is starting to claw at him. He's met only one woman who 
might be able to stand the shock of his true nature. After all, she 
barely batted an eyelash when her home burned down. And feeling 
her curves against him was just as hot as the inferno. Just when he 
thinks he'll never track her down, she walks into his firehouse-with 
no idea what she's about to get herself into . . . 

How to Date a Dragon  
Book 2 in the Flirting With Fangs Trilogy series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Chase is an award-winning author 
-A Night Owl Reviewer Top Pick 
-Author's Web site: www.ashlynchase.com 
-Author's residence: New Hampshire 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Flirting Under a Full Moon 9781452619071 Chase, Ashlyn January 2014 $42.99

Ashlyn Chase is the award-winning author of 
many paranormal and erotic romance titles, 
including the Strange Neighbors series, Immortally 
Yours, Dear Sexy Lexie, and Demolishing Mr. Perfect. 
She lives in New Hampshire. 
 
After graduating from the University of the Arts in 
Philadelphia, Leah Mallach embarked on an 
extensive career in the theater before finding her 
new love: narrating audiobooks. 

Author(s): Ashlyn Chase 
Read by: Leah Mallach 
FICTION/Romance 
Sourcebooks Casablanca 09/03/2013 
9 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/19/2014 
Trade | 9781452619026 | 8 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452649023 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669021 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



In this new romance from the author of the Mighty Storm series, 
bad boy Jordan tries to win the heart of Mia, a young woman with a 
difficult past.  
 
Mia Monroe is running. Running from a person she doesn't ever 
want to find her. Running from a past she doesn't ever want anyone 
to know. Desperate to find a future that yesterday she could only 
dream of having. 
 
Jordan Matthews likes easy. Easy women. Easy life. 
 
Then he meets Mia. 
 
She's damaged, troubled, and has more baggage than any person 
can carry. But the more Jordan gets to know Mia-for the first time in 
his life-he finds himself wanting to try hard for something, for 
someone . . . for her. 
 
And then life isn't so easy anymore. 
 
Jordan is everything Mia shouldn't want. A tattooed, cocky bad boy 
who made his money at poker tables and picked his women up in 
bars. Yet Mia finds herself falling for him. Then the past Mia was 
running from quickly starts to catch up with her. Because that's the 
problem with running . . . you have to stop sometime. 
 
And when you stop, you get caught. 

Trouble 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestseller 
-Wall Street Journal bestselling author 
-Author of the Mighty Storm series 
-Author's Web site: www.samanthatowle.co.uk 
-Author's residence: East Yorkshire 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Wethering The Storm 9781452611266 Towle, Samantha August 2013 $39.99
The Mighty Storm 9781452611259 Towle, Samantha December 2012 $44.99

Samantha Towle is the author of The Bringer, the 
Mighty Storm series, and the Alexandra Jones 
series. 
 
Tatiana Sokolov narrates a variety of fiction but 
especially likes saucy romances. 
 
Sean Crisden is a multitalented actor and an 
AudioFile Earphones Award-winning narrator who 
has recorded audiobooks in almost every genre, 
from science fiction to romance. He has also 
voiced characters in numerous video games and 
appeared in many commercials and films, 
including The Last Airbender. 

Author(s): Samantha Towle 
Read by: Tatiana Sokolov, Sean Crisden 
FICTION/Romance 
Self Published 11/17/2013 
10 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/10/2014 
Trade | 9781452619415 | 8 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452649412 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669410 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

cmcneil
Typewritten Text
ROMANCE



Praise: 
 
"A little bundle of joy changes everything in this quirky chick-lit tale . . . charmingly well charted." -Publishers Weekly 
 
"Mansell keeps churning out hits with her signature blend of humor, romance, and multiple happy endings, and this book 
follows that formula with aplomb." -Booklist 

In this charming novel from Jill Mansell, London playboy Dexter 
Yates meets cartoonist Molly Hayes. There's an undeniable 
connection between them, but is Dexter ready to leave his posh 
lifestyle behind him?  
 
Dexter Yates loves his fun, carefree London life; he has money, 
looks, and girlfriends galore. But everything changes overnight 
when his sister dies, leaving him in charge of her eight-month-old 
daughter Delphi. How is he ever going to cope? 
 
Comic-strip artist Molly Hayes lives in the beautiful Cotswold village 
of Briarwood. When it comes to relationships, she has a history of 
choosing all the wrong men. Leaving the city behind, Dex moves to 
Briarwood-a much better place to work on his parenting skills-and 
he and Molly become neighbors. There's an undeniable connection 
between them. But if Dexter's going to adapt, he first has a lot to 
learn about Molly, about other people's secrets . . . and about 
himself. 

Don't Want to Miss a Thing 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: www.jillmansell.co.uk 
-Author's residence: Bristol, England 

Jill Mansell is the New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling author of many novels, including 
Thinking of You, A Walk in the Park, and Nadia Knows 
Best. She lives in Bristol, England. 
 
An AudioFile Earphones Award winner, Alison 
Larkin is a classically trained actress who has 
appeared on Broadway with the Royal National 
Theater and Off-Broadway with the Royal 
Shakespeare Company. Her bestselling novel The 
English American made the top ten list of best 
author audiobook narrations of all time. 

Author(s): Jill Mansell 
Read by: Alison Larkin 
FICTION/Humorous 
Sourcebooks Landmark 11/05/2013 
12 hrs  
Unabridged 
US Only 
02/11/2014 
Trade | 9781452619132 | 10 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452649139 | 10 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669137 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Jessica Clare presents the first book in a new series about a group 
of incredibly wealthy men and the women who steal their hearts.  
 
Billionaire Logan Hawkings needs a vacation. 
 
He's had a rough time after the death of his father and the betrayal 
of his fiancée. But with a visit to a recent business acquisition-a 
private island resort in the Bahamas-he has a chance to mend his 
broken heart. 
 
When a hurricane blows in, a misplaced passport and a stalled 
elevator bring Logan together with an unusual woman named 
Bronte. She's unlike anyone he's ever met-down to earth, incredibly 
sensual, and even quotes Plato. 
 
She also has no clue that he's rich... 
 
Bronte Dawson, a waitress from the Midwest, is stranded with the 
hotel's domineering yet sexy manager Logan. What's the harm in a 
little fling when it's just the two of them, alone in paradise? But 
after several steamy island nights in Logan's arms, Bronte's ready 
to give her heart-and her body-to the man in charge. 
 
But she soon discovers there's more to Logan than he's told her . . 
. a billion times more. Now, Bronte's caught in a whirlwind affair with 
one of the world's most powerful men. But can their love endure 
their differences or will it all just blow over? 

Stranded with a Billionaire  
Book 1 in the Billionaire Boys Club series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-USA Today bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: www.jillmyles.com 
-Author's residence: Texas 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Beauty and the Billionaire 9781452619323 Clare, Jessica February 2014 $42.99

USA Today bestselling author Jessica Clare writes 
under three pen names. As Jessica Clare, she 
writes erotic contemporary romance. As Jessica 
Sims, she writes fun, sexy shifter paranormals. 
Finally, as Jill Myles, she writes a little bit of 
everything, from sexy, comedic urban fantasy to 
zombie fairy tales. She lives in Texas. 

Author(s): Jessica Clare 
Read by: Jillian Macie 
FICTION/Romance 
Intermix 04/16/2013 
10 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/10/2014 
Trade | 9781452619316 | 7 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452649313 | 7 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669311 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Sparks fly when red-haired beauty Gretchen Petty begins working 
for Hunter Buchanan, a wealthy man with a dark past, in the latest 
installment of the Billionaire Boys Club series.  
 
Real-estate tycoon Hunter Buchanan has a dark past that's left him 
scarred and living as a recluse on his family's palatial estate. 
Hunter is ready to give up on love-until he spots an enigmatic red-
haired beauty and comes up with an elaborate scheme to meet her.
 
Gretchen Petty is in need of a paycheck-and a change. So when a 
job opportunity in an upstate New York mansion pops up she 
accepts. And while she can overlook the oddities of her new job, she 
can't ignore her new boss's delectable body-or his barely leashed 
temper. 
 
Hunter's afraid his plan might be unraveling before it's truly begun, 
but Gretchen is about to show him that life can be full of surprises...
 

Beauty and the Billionaire  
Book 2 in the Billionaire Boys Club series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-USA Today bestselling author 
-Author writes under three pen names Jessica 
Clare, Jessica Sims, and Jill Myles 
-Author's Web site: www.jillmyles.com 
-Author's residence: Texas 

USA Today bestselling author Jessica Clare writes 
under three pen names. As Jessica Clare, she 
writes erotic contemporary romance. As Jessica 
Sims, she writes fun, sexy shifter paranormals. 
Finally, as Jill Myles, she writes a little bit of 
everything, from sexy, comedic urban fantasy to 
zombie fairy tales. She lives in Texas. 

Author(s): Jessica Clare 
Read by: Jillian Macie 
FICTION/Romance 
Intermix 07/16/2013 
9 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/17/2014 
Trade | 9781452619323 | 8 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452649320 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669328 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"In a story fraught with danger and scorchingly hot love scenes, Rice draws her [fans] into a modern- day fairy tale with 
complicated and intense characters." -RT Book Reviews 
 
"Edgy, sexy, endlessly exciting, Lisa Marie Rice never disappoints! I can't get enough of Lisa Marie Rice's sensual, hard 
hitting stories!" -Shannon McKenna 

A rising star in erotica, author Lisa Marie Rice launches her 
Protectors series with Into the Crossfire-introducing the first of 
three super-hot ex-Special Forces operatives willing to walk 
through fire for the women they love.  
 
Former Navy SEAL Sam Reston keeps to himself. His world is 
dangerous, uncertain, violent . . . and there is no room in it for the 
helpless and weak. Then the most beautiful woman in the world 
moves in next door to him . . . 
 
Nicole Pearce's life is complicated enough-with an ailing father and 
a new business to worry about-and the last thing she needs is to 
get involved with a secretive, hard-bodied, hardheaded neighbor. 
Yet Sam leaves her breathless-her body tingling with erotic desire-
and it takes every ounce of her fabled control to resist offering 
herself to him, no strings attached. What she doesn't know is that 
Sam Reston is on an undercover assignment . . . and she's about 
to step into the crossfire. 
 
Never has Sam ached for a woman so badly, and he's never fallen 
in love before. Now that Nicole is in grave danger, he will become 
her shield, and guard the tempting body he longs to touch and 
taste. Because a terrorist plot hatched half a world away is heading 
to their doorstep-and it can only be derailed by one man and one 
woman. 

Into the Crossfire  
Book 1 in the Protectors series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-National review attention 
-Online outreach to romance and erotica blogs for 
review and giveaways 
-Author's Web site: www.lisamariericebooks.com 

Romantic suspense author Lisa Marie Rice is 
known for crafting stories full of passion, danger, 
adventure, and love. Among her books are the 
Dangerous series, the Midnight series, and the 
stand-alone titles A Fine Specimen, The Italian, and 
Woman on the Run. 
 
Charles Constant has trained in Chicago and 
London, and has appeared onstage in theaters 
across the country. Now living in Los Angeles, he 
can occasionally be seen on television and in 
film. 

Author(s): Lisa Marie Rice 
Read by: Charles Constant 
FICTION/Romance 
Avon Books 11/29/2011 
10 hrs  
Unabridged 
North America 
02/04/2014 
Trade | 9781452619385 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452649382 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669380 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"Rice has given us another of her emotionally intense, suspenseful rides." -RT Book Reviews 

Lisa Marie Rice combines sizzling passion and heart-stopping 
danger in a thrilling story of an ex-Delta Force hero who puts his 
life and his heart on the line for a sexy and mysterious singer.  
 
The world knows her only as Eve . . . 
 
Though her songs have sold millions, she is an enigma, a 
bewitching mystery. But to former Delta Force operator Harry Bolt, 
she is an angel whose sultry, smoky voice brought him back to life 
after the nightmare of Afghanistan. Nothing else matters. 
 
And now a scared, helpless beauty has walked through the door of 
his San Diego private security firm, running from something secret, 
something deadly . . . and Harry knows immediately that this is the 
woman who saved him. He is the last hope for this intoxicating 
siren without a past. But though she burns to lose herself in Harry's 
powerful arms, Eve is wary of trusting this tough, haunted ex-soldier 
who promises to protect her. Surrender could mean sweet ecstasy or 
certain doom. Can she open her heart, even if it means risking her 
life? 

Hotter Than Wildfire  
Book 2 in the Protectors series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-2011 RT Book Reviews Erotic Romance Nominee 
-National review attention 
-Online outreach to romance and erotica blogs for 
review and giveaways 
-Author's Web site: www.lisamariericebooks.com 

Romantic suspense author Lisa Marie Rice is 
known for crafting stories full of passion, danger, 
adventure, and love. Among her books are the 
Dangerous series, the Midnight series, and the 
stand-alone titles A Fine Specimen, The Italian, and 
Woman on the Run. 
 
Charles Constant has trained in Chicago and 
London, and has appeared onstage in theaters 
across the country. Now living in Los Angeles, he 
can occasionally be seen on television and in 
film. 

Author(s): Lisa Marie Rice 
Read by: Charles Constant 
FICTION/Romance 
Avon Red 04/05/2011 
10 hrs  
Unabridged 
North America 
02/11/2014 
Trade | 9781452619392 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452649399 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669397 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Lisa Marie Rice presents the third entry in her Protectors series, in 
which an ex-Special Forces operative must pull off his most daring 
mission yet to protect the woman he loves.  
 
Chloe Mason can't remember much about her childhood, except for 
being in and out of hospitals. Now healthy and all grown up, she's 
determined to fill the gaping hole that was her past. When she 
finds her long lost brother, Harry, she discovers family and 
something else that was missing from her life. Love. 
 
As a child, Mike Keillor helplessly watched as his parents were 
massacred. Vowing to never again be vulnerable, he joined the 
Marines and became a Recon sniper, SWAT officer, and an expert 
in martial arts, before establishing his own successful security 
company. When his friend and partner Harry reconnects with his 
long lost sister, Chloe, the hard-as-nails Mike is felled by the one 
thing he can't fight. Love. 
 
But their future is jeopardized when Chloe accidentally steps into 
the path of the Russian mob. Though his adversary is way bigger 
than he is, nothing can stop Mike from saving the woman who has 
captured his heart. He lost his family, and he will not lose Chloe. 
Failure is not an option. 

Nightfire  
Book 3 in the Protectors series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-National review attention 
-Online outreach to romance and erotica blogs for 
review and giveaways 
-Author's Web site: www.lisamariericebooks.com 

Romantic suspense author Lisa Marie Rice is 
known for crafting stories full of passion, danger, 
adventure, and love. Among her books are the 
Dangerous series, the Midnight series, and the 
stand-alone titles A Fine Specimen, The Italian, and 
Woman on the Run. 
 
Charles Constant has trained in Chicago and 
London, and has appeared onstage in theaters 
across the country. Now living in Los Angeles, he 
can occasionally be seen on television and in 
film. 

Author(s): Lisa Marie Rice 
Read by: Charles Constant 
FICTION/Romance 
Avon Red 02/07/2012 
11 hrs  
Unabridged 
North America 
02/25/2014 
Trade | 9781452619408 | 9 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452649405 | 9 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669403 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"Ms. Aleo does not disappoint in her ability to write steamy but sensual sex." -Guilty Pleasures 
 

In a captivating novel of second chances and healing hearts, the 
newest member of the Nashville Assassins pulls a power play to 
make things right with the one that got away. Contains mature 
themes.  
 
Fallon Parker's dream has always been to turn her family's wine 
company into a runaway success and eventually start a cellar of her 
own. Since graduating from college, she has worked relentlessly to 
make that dream a reality, especially after taking a chance on love-
and losing. By the time Fallon becomes an official sponsor of the 
Nashville Assassins, she feels like all her hard work is finally paying 
off. And then the man who broke her heart skates back into her 
life. 
 
On the ice, Lucas Brooks is the NHL's leading scorer-at least when 
he's not in the box. Off the ice, he's a mess, with all his anger and 
misery bottled up inside. He threw away the most important person 
in his life and has regretted it ever since. But when Lucas returns to 
Nashville in a trade, he's determined to convince Fallon that he's a 
changed man. The attraction is still there. The tension is 
electrifying. But the odds are stacked against them-especially after 
Lucas finds out that Fallon has been keeping a devastating secret. 

Trying To Score  
Book 2 in the Assassins series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-National bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: www.tonialeo.com 
-Author's residence: Nashville, TN area 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Taking Shots 9781452617954 Aleo, Toni December 2013 $49.99

Toni Aleo is the author of the Nashville Assassins 
series. When not rooting for her beloved 
Nashville Predators, she's probably attending her 
husband's and son's hockey games and her 
daughter's dance competitions. 
 
Lucy Malone has narrated dozens of audiobooks 
and is one of the most sought-after voices for 
erotica narration. A number of her titles are 
consistent bestsellers on Amazon and Audible, 
and she has been described as having "the best 
voice in the biz." 

Author(s): Toni Aleo 
Read by: Lucy Malone 
FICTION/Romance 
Loveswept 04/23/2013 
16 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/28/2014 
Trade | 9781452617961 | 13 CDs | $49.99 
Library | 9781452647968 | 13 CDs | $95.99 
MP3 | 9781452667966 | 2 CDs | $34.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"Scorching hot, and lough-out-loud funny!" -Katee Robert 

A sexy police officer falls for a woman on the wrong side of the law 
in the first book in the Line of Duty series.  
 
The opportunity was just too damn delicious for Ginger Peet to pass 
up. The purse full of money she finds-$50,000 to be exact-could 
give her and her teen sister the new start they need. So she grabs 
the cash, her gothy sibling, and their life-sized statue of Dolly 
Parton, and blows outta Nashville in a cloud of dust. Chicago, here 
we come . . . 
 
Turns out, Chicago has some pretty hot cops. Hot, intense, 
naughty-lookin' cops like Derek Tyler, who looks like he could eat a 
girl up and leave her begging for more. And more. Tempting as he 
is, getting involved with the sexy homicide lieutenant next door 
poses a teensy problem for a gal who's on the lam. But one thing is 
certain-Derek's onto her, and he wants more than just a taste. 
 
And as far as he's concerned, possession is nine-tenths of the law. 

Protecting What's His  
Book 1 in the Line of Duty series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Author's residence: Brooklyn, New York 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
His Risk to Take 9781452619446 Bailey, Tessa February 2014 $35.99

Tessa Bailey is the author of the Line of Duty 
series, which includes the titles Protecting What's 
His, His Risk to Take, Officer Off Limits, and Asking 
for Trouble. Tessa lives in Brooklyn, New York. 

Author(s): Tessa Bailey 
Read by: Alice Chapman 
FICTION/Romance 
Entangled: Brazen 02/25/2013 
7 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/04/2014 
Trade | 9781452619439 | 6 CDs | $35.99 
Library | 9781452649436 | 6 CDs | $71.99 
MP3 | 9781452669434 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"With its combo of danger and delicious sex. . . . I have a new favorite author." -Cari Quinn 

In this steamy novella from Tessa Bailey, a handsome police 
officer will do anything to keep the woman he loves safe.  
 
Homicide cop Troy Bennett had a reputation with the Chicago PD for 
being fearless and in control-until the night his daredevil partner is 
killed during a raid. From that moment on, he swears he'll never 
again be responsible for the loss of a loved one. To escape his 
demons, Troy transfers to the NYPD, bringing him up close and 
personal with Ruby Elliott, a beautiful, street-savvy pool hustler. 
 
Reckless and stubbornly independent, Ruby embodies everything 
Troy's avoiding, but when she walks into the pub he's at with his 
new coworkers and blows his carefully laid plans to hell, Troy knows 
he has to have her-risks be damned. But there's a connection 
between Ruby's shadowed past and a case Troy's working involving 
a notorious Brooklyn felon, throwing her safety into jeopardy. 
Confronted with his biggest fear, will Troy push Ruby away to keep 
her safe or fight to keep her in his arms where she belongs? 

His Risk to Take  
Book 2 in the Line of Duty series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Author's residence: Brooklyn, New York 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Protecting What's His 9781452619439 Bailey, Tessa February 2014 $35.99

Tessa Bailey is the author of the Line of Duty 
series, which includes the titles Protecting What's 
His, His Risk to Take, Officer Off Limits, and Asking 
for Trouble. Tessa lives in Brooklyn, New York. 

Author(s): Tessa Bailey 
Read by: Alice Chapman 
FICTION/Romance 
Entangled: Ever After 05/13/2013 
5 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/10/2014 
Trade | 9781452619446 | 4 CDs | $35.99 
Library | 9781452649443 | 4 CDs | $59.99 
MP3 | 9781452669441 | 1 CD | $19.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
 
"Surrender You Love is among my top five reads of this year, great characters, wonderful plotline and love scenes that 
have you fanning yourself." -Busy Moms Book Reviews 
 
"If you like books that have a great combination of twists, turns, and a whole lot of sexy . . . check this one out!" -
Autumn Review 

Handsome millionaire Jett Mayfield draws realtor Brooke Stewart 
into a world of passion, secrets, and danger in the first installment 
of the Surrender Your Love series.  
 
Meeting Jett was like lightning. Dangerous. Better left untouched. 
And better forgotten. But lightning always strikes twice. 
 
Brooke Stewart, a realtor in New York, doesn't do relationships. 
When she's sent to a remote estate to finalize a real estate deal, 
she discovers her new boss is none other than the guy she left 
naked in bed. 
 
Sexy, dangerously handsome, and arrogant Jett Mayfield attracts 
trouble, and women, like a lightning rod. But the night he meets 
Brooke he gets more than he bargained for. The green-eyed 
millionaire playboy isn't used to taking no for an answer, and he 
isn't about to start now. 
 
When he proposes two months of no-strings sex, Brooke is 
intrigued and accepts his proposal. Little does she know that Jett is 
determined to claim the one woman he can't have. 

Surrender Your Love  
Book 1 in the Surrender Your Love series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today
bestselling book 
-Author's Web site: 
http://jcreedauthor.blogspot.com 

J. C. Reed is the New York Times, Wall Street 
Journal, and USA Today bestselling author of the 
Surrender Your Love series. When she's not 
typing away on her keyboard, forgetting the world 
around her, she dreams of returning to the 
beautiful mountains of Wyoming. 
 

Author(s): J.C. Reed 
Read by: Romy Nordlinger 
FICTION/Romance 
Self-Published 03/12/2013 
8 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/28/2014 
Trade | 9781452618180 | 7 CDs | $40.99 
Library | 9781452648187 | 7 CDs | $77.99 
MP3 | 9781452668185 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
For Robin Kaye 
 
"Robin Kaye is a fresh new voice in romance fiction." -Susan Donovan 
 
"Robin Kaye's books are vacations for the soul. Indulge yourself." -Maureen Child 

In the latest installment of the Bad Boys of Red Hook series, Slater 
finds himself falling for sweet, outgoing Rocki, who happens to be 
keeping a big secret.  
 
Slater knew tragedy from a young age, but with the support of his 
foster family, he turned his life around. Now, back from a stint in 
the Navy, he's packed up his motorcycle and returned to Red Hook 
to help to run the family restaurant-a job that comes with a 
tantalizing upside. Her name is Rocki. 
 
Flirty, sweet, and outgoing, Rocki brings in crowds as the lead 
singer of the house band. And although she's unable to resist the 
charms of this intense bad boy, she refuses to open her heart to 
him. Until a family crisis shatters Rocki's easygoing demeanor, 
exposing something from her past she'd always hoped would stay 
hidden. 
 
But Slater knows a thing or two about family secrets-and he sets 
out to prove to Rocki that their relationship could finally give them 
both a future worth believing in. 

Had to Be You  
Book 3 in the Bad Boys of Red Hook series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous release 
-For fans of Carly Phillips and Susan Mallery 
-The author is well-connected in the romance 
community and comes with strong endorsements 
-Social media outreach 
-Author's Web site: www.robinkayewrites.com 
-Author's residence: Maryland 
 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
You're the One 9781452610726 Kaye, Robin June 2013 $39.99
Back to You 9781452610719 Kaye, Robin December 2012 $39.99

Robin Kaye is the award-winning author of several 
novels, including Call Me Wild, Wild Thing, Romeo, 
Romeo, Too Hot to handle, and Breakfast in Bed. 
 
Emily Durante has narrated the Midnight Twins 
trilogy by Jacquelyn Mitchard, Casting Off by Nicole 
R. Dickson, and Smooth Talking Stranger by Lisa 
Kleypus, and directed the Earphones Award-
winning performance of Heaven's Keep narrated by 
Buck Schirner. 

Author(s): Robin Kaye 
Read by: Emily Durante 
FICTION/Romance 
Signet 12/31/2013 
11 hrs  
Unabridged 
North America 
02/04/2014 
Trade | 9781452610733 | 9 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452640730 | 9 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452660738 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



A past mistake threatens to jeopardize a happy couple's 
relationship in this novel from New York Times bestselling author 
Kaitlyn Cross. Contains mature themes.  
 
Dean Jacobs is one of Milwaukee's hottest eligible bachelors and in 
no mood to settle down, until Evy comes along. Evy, however, is 
focused on opening a new dessert lounge with her sister and has no 
time for romance. Dean won't take no for an answer, though. She 
finally gives in to the want in her gut and-much to her surprise-
discovers he isn't the player she thought he was. Just when things 
turn into a fairy tale sent from above, Dean's past comes back to 
haunt him. The only question is: will it make them stronger, or rip 
them apart? 

Fate Interrupted  
Book 1 in the Fate Interrupted series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestseller 

Kaitlyn Cross is the New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling author of the Fate Interrupted series, 
which includes the novels Fate Interrupted, Fate 
Interrupted 2, and Brooke & Ben. 
 
Elizabeth Hart has been a multifaceted performer 
her entire life. She began performing on 
television and stage when she was a child and 
has carried her passion for entertaining into 
adulthood. 

Author(s): Kaitlyn Cross 
Read by: Elizabeth Hart 
FICTION/Romance 
Self-Published 12/04/2012 
7 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/13/2014 
Trade | 9781452618272 | 6 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452648279 | 6 CDs | $71.99 
MP3 | 9781452668277 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



New York Times bestselling author Kaitlyn Cross presents the 
dramatic conclusion to Evy and Dean's love story.  
 
Dean Jacobs used to be Milwaukee's most eligible bachelor until 
Megan and her bombshell came along. With her father watching his 
every move, Dean has to figure out a way to return to Evy, his one 
true love, without anyone else getting hurt. 
 
If Evy lets Dean go, will fate bring him back? Is Megan lying about 
everything? And will Sugars take Brooke and Ben into their twilight 
years, or crumble into pieces around their feet? Fate Interrupted 2 
will answer these questions and more in the heartfelt conclusion to 
the love story of Evy and Dean. 

Fate Interrupted 2  
Book 2 in the Fate Interrupted series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 

Kaitlyn Cross is the New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling author of the Fate Interrupted series, 
which includes the novels Fate Interrupted, Fate 
Interrupted 2, and Brooke & Ben. 
 
Elizabeth Hart has been a multifaceted performer 
her entire life. She began performing on 
television and stage when she was a child and 
has carried her passion for entertaining into 
adulthood. 

Author(s): Kaitlyn Cross 
Read by: Elizabeth Hart 
FICTION/Romance 
Self-Published 02/28/2013 
7 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/27/2014 
Trade | 9781452618289 | 6 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452648286 | 6 CDs | $71.99 
MP3 | 9781452668284 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"Filled with angst, passion and suspense, Ranney's first Wicked Widow tale delivers a carefully plotted story." -RT Book 
Reviews 

True love blossoms in the Scottish Highlands in the steamy 
historical romance The Devil of Clan Sinclair, the first book in a 
new series from New York Times bestselling author Karen Ranney.  
 
When Countess of Barrett Virginia Traylor's husband dies without an 
heir, she's left in dire circumstances. The estate will go to his cousin 
unless Virginia can produce a son before the allotted time is up. In 
desperation, she turns to Macrath Sinclair, the self-made Scottish 
millionaire she loved before her father arranged her failed 
marriage. 
 
After a whirlwind affair results in her bearing a child, Macrath 
discovers he's become a father and steals the baby away. 
 
While Virginia tries desperately to convince him to relinquish her 
son, Macrath realizes that he'll do anything in his power not to give 
up the son . . . or the boy's maddening, irresistible mother. 

The Devil of Clan Sinclair  
Book 1 in the Clan Sinclair series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-RT Book Reviews Scotland-Set Historical Romance 
Nominee 
-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-For fans of Mary Balogh 
-Author's Web site: www.karenranney.com 
-Author's residence: San Antonio, TX 

Karen Ranney is the New York Times and USA 
Today bestselling author of many historical 
romances, including the Scottish Sisters series, 
the Tulloch Sgathan series, and the Highland 
Lords novels. She lives in San Antonio, Texas. 
 
Anne Flosnik is an accomplished multi-award-
winning British actress who has garnered two 
AudioFile Earphones Awards, an ALA Award, and 
three Audie Award nominations. Her narration of 
Little Bee by Chris Cleave was chosen as one of 
the Best Audiobooks of the Year 2009 by 
AudioFile magazine. 

Author(s): Karen Ranney 
Read by: Anne Flosnik 
FICTION/Romance 
Avon Books 07/30/2013 
11 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/26/2014 
Trade | 9781452619842 | 9 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452649849 | 9 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669847 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

cmcneil
Typewritten Text
HISTORICAL ROMANCE



Praise:  
"Howell brings remarkable characters, exhilarating adventures and glorious passion to life. Highland Conqueror is a 
lively captive-/captor-style romance, with verbal battles, heated love scenes, nefarious villains and excitement on 
every page." -RT Book Reviews 

New York Times bestselling author Hannah Howell captures the 
breathless danger and desire of the Highlands in this exciting tale 
of a fierce Scotsman who lays siege to the heart of a proud English 
beauty. Contains mature themes.  
 
Lady Jolene Gerard is running out of time-each moment she 
remains within the walls of Drumwich Castle she is in jeopardy. Her 
only chance lies with a prisoner chained to the dungeon walls, a 
Scotsman who, in return for freedom, helps Jolene and her young 
nephew escape her cousin's deadly snare. Pursued by murderous 
villains, Jolene is prepared to fight for her life. But in the arms of 
rugged Sigimor Cameron, she soon surrenders her heart . . . 
 
He was too late to save the Englishman to whom he owed a blood 
debt, but not the man's lovely sister. Stunned by his desire for the 
spirited English lass, Sigimor presses them on to safety, his 
enemies in dogged pursuit. And while sweet desire speaks a 
thousand words, the secret they long to share remains locked in a 
battle of stubborn pride. But when saving Jolene from his enemy 
leaves Sigimor no choice but to make her his wife, a bargain born 
of passion can only by sealed by the kiss of true love . . . 

Highland Conqueror  
Book 10 in the Murray Family series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-First time on audio 
-New York Times bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: www.hannahhowell.com 
-Author's residence: West Newbury, MA 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Highland Warrior 9781452614670 Howell, Hannah January 2014 $42.99
Highland Groom 9781452614663 Howell, Hannah December 2013 $39.99
Highland Angel 9781452614656 Howell, Hannah September 2013 $39.99
Highland Bride 9781452614649 Howell, Hannah August 2013 $39.99

Hannah Howell is the New York Times bestselling 
author of over forty historical romance novels, 
including the Highland Brides series, the Murray 
Family series, and the Wherlocke series. 
 
Angela Dawe's work includes film, television, 
theater, and improvisational comedy, as well as 
audiobook narration. Among Angela's recordings 
are The Sheen on the Silk by Anne Perry and Savor 
the Moment by Nora Roberts. 

Author(s): Hannah Howell 
Read by: Angela Dawe 
FICTION/Romance 
Zebra 11/01/2006 
10 hrs  
Unabridged 
North America 
02/20/2014 
Trade | 9781452614687 | 8 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452644684 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452664682 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"Gray's impeccably crafted debut romance (which gracefully tips its literary cap to Shakespeare) is a complete 
triumph." -Booklist Starred Review 
 
"The charming plot, enlightening historical detail, breathtaking sensuality, and unusual 1890s Tuscan setting take a 
backseat to the exquisite characterizations, clever dialog, and addictive prose that make this exceptional debut stand 
apart." -Library Journal Starred Review 

In the first installment of the Affairs by Moonlight series, a 
passionate romance develops between an industrious inventor and 
an attractive young widow.  
 
Lady Alexandra Morley, an alluring widow, is desperate to devise a 
plan to reverse her fortunes. When fate lands her in the arms of 
Phineas "Finn" Burke, an attractive inventor, she despairs of ever 
getting what she needs . . . until they kiss. 
 
Finn has always been impervious to the charms of the female 
species, intent only on perfecting his "horseless carriage" engine. 
He never dreamed he'd meet a woman like Alexandra, who is as 
stubborn as she is comely. Despite the brewing scandal, Finn longs 
to make Alexandra his wife, but he must first convince the 
maddening lady that their love is the only thing that matters. 

A Lady Never Lies  
Book 1 in the Affairs by Moonlight series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Booklist and Library Journal starred reviews 
-For fans of Eloisa James, Julia Quinn, and 
Madeline Hunter 
-Online advertising 
-Online promotion and social media outreach 
-Author's Web site: www.julianagray.com 
-Author's residence: Connecticut 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
A Duke Never Yields 9781452619514 Gray, Juliana February 2014 $42.99
A Gentleman Never Tells 9781452619507 Gray, Juliana February 2014 $42.99

Juliana Gray is the award-winning author of A Lady 
Never Lies, A Gentleman Never Tells, and A Duke 
Never Yields. 
 
A classically trained actress in England, Veida 
Dehmlow has dozens of stage credits to her 
name. Her voice work includes commercials, 
video games, and the narration of books in a 
variety of genres, including nonfiction, historical 
romance, short stories, and children's books. 

Author(s): Juliana Gray 
Read by: Veida Dehmlow 
FICTION/Romance 
Berkley Sensation 08/07/2012 
11 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/04/2014 
Trade | 9781452619491 | 11 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452649498 | 11 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669496 | 2 CDs | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"Gray pays tribute this time to composer Verdi while again dazzling readers with scintillating wit, lusciously layered 
characters, and sizzling, sensual romance, proving she truly is the newest incandescent star in the romance firmament." -
Booklist Starred Review 

An old flame is rekindled when Countess Elizabeth Harewood 
unexpectedly reunites with her former lover Lord Roland 
Penhallow in the latest installment of the Affairs by Moonlight 
series.  
 
Six years ago, Elizabeth Harewood and Lord Roland Penhallow were 
London's golden couple, young and beautiful and wildly in love. 
Forced apart by her scheming relatives and his clandestine career, 
Lilibet and Roland buried their passion beneath years of duty and 
self-denial, until a chance holiday encounter changes everything 
they ever knew about themselves . . . and each other. 
 
But Miss Elizabeth Harewood is now the Countess of Somerton, 
estranged wife of one of England's most brutal and depraved 
aristocrats, and she can't afford the slightest hint of scandal to her 
name. When Roland turns up mysteriously at the castle where she's 
hidden herself away, she struggles to act as a lady should, but the 
gallant lover of her youth has grown into an irresistibly dashing and 
dangerous man, and temptation is only a single kiss away . . . 

A Gentleman Never Tells  
Book 2 in the Affairs by Moonlight series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Booklist starred reviews 
-For fans of Eloisa James, Julia Quinn, and 
Madeline Hunter 
-Online advertising 
-Online promotion and social media outreach 
-Author's Web site: www.julianagray.com 
-Author's residence: Connecticut 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
A Duke Never Yields 9781452619514 Gray, Juliana February 2014 $42.99
A Lady Never Lies 9781452619491 Gray, Juliana February 2014 $42.99

Juliana Gray is the award-winning author of A Lady 
Never Lies, A Gentleman Never Tells, and A Duke 
Never Yields. 
 
A classically trained actress in England, Veida 
Dehmlow has dozens of stage credits to her 
name. Her voice work includes commercials, 
video games, and the narration of books in a 
variety of genres, including nonfiction, historical 
romance, short stories, and children's books. 

Author(s): Juliana Gray 
Read by: Veida Dehmlow 
FICTION/Romance 
Berkley Sensation 11/06/2012 
11 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/10/2014 
Trade | 9781452619507 | 9 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452649504 | 9 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669502 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"With this deliciously romantic, wickedly witty confection linked to the splendidly entertaining A Lady Never Lies and A 
Gentleman Never Tells, Gray makes one of the best trilogy debuts in years, proving she is a literary force to be reckoned 
with." -Booklist Starred Review 
 
"Bright, witty dialogue and superb characterization are the backbones of a fun, intricate historical storyline." -Kirkus 
Starred Review 

In this historical romance from award-winning author Juliana Gray, 
the Duke of Wallingford finds himself unable to resist the charms 
of beautiful, unconventional Abigail Harewood.  
 
Impatient with the strictures of polite British society, Miss Abigail 
Harewood has decided to live life on her own terms-and the first 
thing she requires is a lover. When the commanding Duke of 
Wallingford arrives on the doorstep of her leased holiday castle, 
she thinks she's found the perfect candidate: handsome, dashing, 
and experienced in the art of love. 
 
But tempting Wallingford into her bed proves more difficult than 
she imagined. Restless and dissatisfied with his debauched life in 
London, the formerly rakish duke is determined to spend a year 
chaste. But as Abigail tries her best to seduce him, Wallingford 
finds his resolve crumbling in the face of her irresistible charm . . . 
and her alluring secrets. 

A Duke Never Yields  
Book 3 in the Affairs by Moonlight series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Booklist and Kirkus starred reviews 
-For fans of Eloisa James, Julia Quinn, and 
Madeline Hunter 
-Online advertising 
-Online promotion and social media outreach 
-Author's Web site: www.julianagray.com 
-Author's residence: Connecticut 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
A Gentleman Never Tells 9781452619507 Gray, Juliana February 2014 $42.99
A Lady Never Lies 9781452619491 Gray, Juliana February 2014 $42.99

Juliana Gray is the award-winning author of A Lady 
Never Lies, A Gentleman Never Tells, and A Duke 
Never Yields. 
 
A classically trained actress in England, Veida 
Dehmlow has dozens of stage credits to her 
name. Her voice work includes commercials, 
video games, and the narration of books in a 
variety of genres, including nonfiction, historical 
romance, short stories, and children's books. 

Author(s): Juliana Gray 
Read by: Veida Dehmlow 
FICTION/Romance 
Berkley Sensation 02/05/2013 
11 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/25/2014 
Trade | 9781452619514 | 9 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452649511 | 9 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669519 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"A fast paced, rip-roaring and most "delicious" read. This one is a keeper!" -RT Book Reviews 
 
"Storytelling at its best!" -Rendezvous 

Lady Chastity Ware dresses as a highwayman to help her widowed 
sister and baby escape a treacherous pursuer and captures the 
first stagecoach she sees. The stagecoach happens to be that of 
Cyn Malloren, a handsome aristocrat eager for adventure.  
 
Desperate to help her widowed sister and baby escape a deadly 
pursuer, Lady Chastity Ware dresses as a highwayman and 
captures the first coach to travel down the road. Coming face-to-
face with its occupant, the arrogant aristocrat Cyn Malloren, she 
orders him to drive her to a remote cottage. 
 
Little does Chastity realize that after long months of recovering 
from his war wounds, the handsome Cyn is looking for adventure, 
and being abducted by a cocky highwayman-obviously a lovely 
woman in disguise-is even more than he had hoped for. Willingly 
he is drawn into her devilishly reckless plan . . . and helplessly he is 
seduced by her wonderfully wicked ways. 

My Lady Notorious  
Book 1 in the Malloren series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-RITA and Golden Leaf winner 
-Listed as one of the top 100 historicals of all 
time by Affaire de Coeur 
-New York Times bestselling author 
-Member of the Romance Writers of America Hall 
of Fame 
-Author's Web site: www.jobev.com 

Jo Beverley is the award-winning author of more 
than thirty novels, including the Company of 
Rogues series. Her many honors include five 
RITA Awards and two Career Achievement Awards 
from Romantic Times magazine. 
 
An AudioFile Earphones Award winner, Alison 
Larkin is a classically trained actress who has 
appeared on Broadway with the Royal National 
Theater and Off-Broadway with the Royal 
Shakespeare Company. Her bestselling novel The 
English American made the top ten list of best 
author audiobook narrations of all time. 

Author(s): Jo Beverley 
Read by: Alison Larkin 
FICTION/Romance 
Signet 07/01/2002 
13 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/19/2014 
Trade | 9781452619705 | 11 CDs | $44.99 
Library | 9781452649702 | 11 CDs | $90.99 
MP3 | 9781452669700 | 2 CDs | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Jess Michaels presents a captivating historical romance about the 
power of second chances in the latest installment of her Mistress 
Matchmaker series. Contains mature themes.  
 
Vivien Manning, the notorious Mistress Matchmaker, is tired. Tired 
of the parties, tired of the lovers, tired of being her. So she decides 
to leave London behind once and for all and start a whole new life. 
 
But before she goes, she must tie up some loose ends, and makes 
a list that includes a man she's never been fully able to let go-
Benedict Greystone. 
 
Benedict was broken when Vivien broke off their affair years ago. 
When she comes back into his life-and his bed-he isn't certain of 
anything except the power of their desire. 
 
But as Vivien moves closer to disappearing forever, both of them 
begin to question if the past can be overcome and if love might be 
the one loose end that cannot be neatly tied up. 

Her Perfect Match  
Book 3 in the Mistress Matchmaker series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Blog tour and interviews 
-Two speaking engagements at Tucson Festival 
of Books in Tucson Arizona 
-Author's Web site: www.authorjessmichaels.com 
-Author's residence: Tucson, Arizona 
 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
For Desire Alone 9781452617398 Michaels, Jess January 2014 $40.99
An Introduction to Pleasure 9781452617381 Michaels, Jess November 2013 $37.99

Jess Michaels is the nationally bestselling, award-
winning author of historical and contemporary 
romance, including the Pleasure Wars series, the 
Albright Sisters series, and Watching Tessa. She 
also writes historical romance as Jenna Petersen 
and urban fantasy as Jesse Petersen. 
 
Carmen Rose is an award-winning, critically 
acclaimed British actress. She trained at the 
Royal Welsh College of Music & Drama and 
enjoys regular work as an audiobook narrator of 
romance and erotica. 

Author(s): Jess Michaels 
Read by: Carmen Rose 
FICTION/Romance 
Samhain Pub Ltd 03/04/2014 
7 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/27/2014 
Trade | 9781452617404 | 6 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452647401 | 6 CDs | $71.99 
MP3 | 9781452667409 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"A wonderful story about yesterday and today with promises of forever!" -Tea and Book 
 
"A thrilling, seductive and well written page-turner that keeps you guessing till the last page!!" -Ripe For Reader 

New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Elisabeth 
Naughton presents the fourth book in her sexy, suspenseful Stolen 
Series.  
 
Nine years ago, archaeologist Maren Hudson lost everything when a 
member of her team was killed during a routine dive. Now she's 
been drawn back to Mexico and the career she walked away from in 
order to protect the most precious thing in the world: her daughter. 
 
One desperate phone call brings salvage expert Thad Leighton 
back to Mexico. For his murdered brother, he's ready to settle the 
score, but one look at Maren and everything changes. Years may 
have passed, but she's still as mesmerizing as she once was, and a 
few days on site together have him questioning his priorities and 
why the hell he walked away from her so long ago. 
 
Sparks between them reignite, but Thad knows Maren is holding 
something back. Thrust together in the middle of the sweltering 
Yucatan, Thad is more than willing to strip away her layers. But 
while the truth might offer the second chance he's been searching 
for, forgiveness may be as elusive as the relic they're both hunting. 
Because when Thad unearths Maren's biggest secret and discovers 
who she's really working for, suddenly it's not just about a life that 
was stolen from both of them; it's about staying alive and 
outwitting a madman who will stop at nothing to get what he wants. 

Stolen Chances  
Book 4 in the Stolen series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Naughton is a 2010 double RITA nominee 
-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: www.elisabethnaughton.com 
-Author's residence: Western Oregon 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Stolen Heat 9781452618319 Naughton, Elisabeth December 2013 $42.99
Stolen Fury 9781452618302 Naughton, Elisabeth December 2013 $42.99

Elisabeth Naughton is the New York Times and USA 
Today bestselling author of Wait for Me, the 
Firebrand series, and the Stolen trilogy, among 
other titles. 
 
Elizabeth Wiley is a seasoned actor, dialect 
coach, theater professor, and dedicated narrator. 
She brings over twenty-five years of award-
winning acting and voice experience to the studio 
to create memorable, compelling storytelling. 

Author(s): Elisabeth Naughton 
Read by: Elizabeth Wiley 
FICTION/Romance 
Self-Published 09/17/2013 
11 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/04/2014 
Trade | 9781452618333 | 9 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452648330 | 9 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452668338 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

cmcneil
Typewritten Text
EROTICA



Conflict between a bad boy rock star and the feisty daughter of a 
motocross track owner gives rise to a passion like no other in the 
latest installment of the Black Falcon series. Contains mature 
themes.  
 
Twenty-year-old Holly Pearson never dreamed that while working at 
her father's motocross track she'd run into the walking, talking 
definition of trouble in a sexy, tattooed package-Trip Douglas, the 
man sent to evaluate the track for a possible investment 
opportunity. Holly makes no attempt to hide the fact she despises 
Trip, but she learns to be civil toward him when he offers to help 
her land the man of her dreams. 
 
Trip needs a break from the crazy rock-and-roll lifestyle he's been 
living for the past few years. With his Black Falcon band mates 
settling down with marriage and babies, Trip peruses an investment 
opportunity in motocross, something he's always been passionate 
about. Hiding his celebrity status, Trip infiltrates the new business 
posing as a dirt bike rider training for the X-Games. The only 
obstacle is the owner's daughter, Holly. She's a real ball-bustin' ice 
queen, and she'll do whatever it takes to make the deal fall 
through. Trip soon discovers that winning over his new enemy is the 
key to gaining a partnership in Mountain Time Speed Track. 
 
Knowing he's the expert on getting laid, Trip ropes Holly into 
becoming his ally by helping her score a date with the man she's 
crushing on. The problem is, the more time Trip and Holly spend 
together, the more they uncover the undeniable attraction between 
them. Soon they both realize that even the best laid plans go to 
hell when you find you're falling in love with the enemy. 

Rock the Beat  
Book 2.5 in the Black Falcon series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestselling series 
-Author's Web site: 
www.michelleavalentine.blogspot.com 
-Author's residence: Ohio 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Rock My Bed 9781452612522 Valentine, Michelle A. June 2013 $34.99
Rock the Band 9781452612539 Valentine, Michelle A. May 2013 $19.99
Rock the Heart 9781452612515 Valentine, Michelle A. May 2013 $34.99

Michelle A. Valentine is the New York Times 
bestselling author of Demon at My Door and the 
Black Falcon series, which includes the novels 
Rock the Heart, Rock My Bed, and Rock the Band. 
 
Nelson Hobbs lives on the sand with a classical 
guitar in one hand and a glass of sangria in the 
other. His voice resonates in this paradise which 
has led to the natural transition to audiobook 
narrator. 
 
Aletha George grew up in a home surrounded by 
romance-shelves of it, Avon, Ballantine, 
Harlequin-and the classic movies of the 1940s 
and '50s. She is a passionate reader, writer, and 
audiobook narrator. She believes in happily ever 
after. 

Author(s): Michelle A. Valentine 
Read by: Nelson Hobbs, Aletha George 
FICTION/Romance 
Self Published 11/05/2013 
8 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/28/2014 
Trade | 9781452619101 | 7 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452649108 | 7 CDs | $77.99 
MP3 | 9781452669106 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"There is family drama, old flames, passion, hot sex, loss, and love all wrapped up in the quick, heartwarming read that 
is Rock My World." -Up All Night Book Blog 

New York Times bestselling author Michelle A. Valentine presents 
an exciting new novella in her Black Falcon series. Contains mature 
themes.  
 
After Aubrey Jenson is wrongly dismissed from her job at Center 
Stage Marketing, she seeks legal advice from her father, The 
Judge, to see what grounds she has to get her position reinstated. 
Her surprise visit to her family doesn't go as smoothly as she 
hopes when she brings home her new boyfriend, Zach, Black 
Falcon's lead guitarist. She soon discovers that father doesn't 
always know best when it comes to matters of the heart. 
 
When Zach meets Aubrey's family, he's immediately faced with his 
deepest fear: that he doesn't deserve the love he so desperately 
wants. The Judge makes no attempt to hide his disdain for Zach, 
and will stop at nothing to keep him away from his daughter. But an 
unexpected twist turns everyone's plans upside down and no one's 
world will ever be the same. 
 
Outside forces attempting to pull them apart are strong and it's 
going to take every bit of Zach and Aubrey's love for one another to 
withstand the fallout. Soon, they discover making love last is harder 
than finding it to begin with and sometimes you pay the ultimate 
price for true love. 

Rock My World  
Book 3 in the Black Falcon series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestselling series 
-Author's Web site: 
www.michelleavalentine.blogspot.com 
-Author's residence: Ohio 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Rock My Bed 9781452612522 Valentine, Michelle A. June 2013 $34.99
Rock the Band 9781452612539 Valentine, Michelle A. May 2013 $19.99
Rock the Heart 9781452612515 Valentine, Michelle A. May 2013 $34.99

Michelle A. Valentine is the New York Times 
bestselling author of Demon at My Door and the 
Black Falcon series, which includes the novels 
Rock the Heart, Rock My Bed, and Rock the Band. 
 
Nelson Hobbs lives on the sand with a classical 
guitar in one hand and a glass of sangria in the 
other. His voice resonates in this paradise which 
has led to the natural transition to audiobook 
narrator. 
 
Aletha George grew up in a home surrounded by 
romance-shelves of it, Avon, Ballantine, 
Harlequin-and the classic movies of the 1940s 
and '50s. She is a passionate reader, writer, and 
audiobook narrator. She believes in happily ever 
after. 

Author(s): Michelle A. Valentine 
Read by: Nelson Hobbs, Aletha George 
FICTION/Romance 
Self Published 06/27/2013 
3 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/25/2014 
Trade | 9781452619118 | 3 CDs | $29.99 
Library | 9781452649115 | 3 CDs | $53.99 
MP3 | 9781452669113 | 1 CD | $19.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise: 
 
"The O'Kanes are stronger and sexier than ever in this second offering, with cantankerous leader Dallas and brazen Lex 
taking center stage. Fans won't be disappointed by their volatile chemistry and incendiary path to love." -RT Book 
Reviews 
 
"If there is one erotic series you should be reading, it's this one." -Smexybooks 

Kit Rocha presents the much-anticipated sequel to the dystopian 
romance Beyond Shame. Contains mature themes.  
 
Alexa Parrino escaped a life of servitude and survived danger on 
the streets to become one of the most trusted, influential people in 
Sector Four, where the O'Kanes rule with a hedonistic but iron fist. 
Lex has been at the top for years, and there's almost nothing she 
wouldn't do for the gang . . . and for its leader. Lie, steal, kill-but 
she bows to no one, not even Dallas O'Kane. 
 
Dallas fought long and hard to carve a slice of order out of the 
chaos of the sectors. Dangers both large and small threaten his 
people, but it's nothing he can't handle. His liquor business is 
flourishing and new opportunities fuel his ambition. Lex could help 
him expand his empire, something he wants almost as much as he 
wants her. And no one says no to the king of Sector Four. 
 
Falling into bed is easy, but their sexual games are anything but 
casual. Attraction quickly turns to obsession, and their careful dance 
of heady dominance and sweet submission uncovers a need so 
deep, so strong, it could crush them both. 

Beyond Control  
Book 2 in the Beyond series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Author's Web site: www.kitrocha.com 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Beyond Shame 9781452661421 Rocha, Kit January 2013 $29.99

Kit Rocha is a pseudonym for a writing team that 
consists of best friends Bree and Donna. Beyond 
Shame is their first dystopian erotic romance. 
 
Lucy Malone has narrated dozens of audiobooks 
and is one of the most sought-after voices for 
erotica narration. A number of her titles are 
consistent bestsellers on Amazon and Audible, 
and she has been described as having "the best 
voice in the biz." 

Author(s): Kit Rocha 
Read by: Lucy Malone 
FICTION/Romance 
Self-Published 03/14/2013 
11 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/11/2014 
Trade | 9781452618432 | 9 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452648439 | 9 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452668437 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



From the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author who 
brought you Resisting the Bad Boy comes the second book in the 
Nice Girl to Love series: Abby and Brian's story.  
 
Abby Bartlett is well aware that everyone thinks she's in love with 
her best friend, Brian. He is, after all, the type of man a nice girl 
should be with-the polar opposite of the bad boy-the kind of guy 
who didn't let his wife's decade-long illness stop him from 
showering her with a lifetime of love every second until her dying 
day. Yes, Brian has been the yardstick against which Abby has 
measured all other men. But everyone's wrong; she couldn't 
possibly be in love with him. Because she's never once allowed 
herself that option. 
 
It's taken a while but Brian Sullivan has finally come to terms with 
being a widower at the age of thirty, surviving the woman he spent 
half his life loving, a third of it losing. Truth is, though, he wouldn't 
have 'survived' any of it had it not been for Abby-sweet, incredible 
Abby-the woman he's never once had to picture his life without, 
never realized he couldn't truly live without. Until now. Now that he's 
finally able to love her the way she deserves, the way he knows she 
wants to be loved . . . by his brother. Who's giving him exactly one 
chance to speak now or forever hold his peace. 

Falling for the Good Guy  
Book 2 in the Nice Girl to Love series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestselling series 
-Author's Web site: www.violetduke.com 

Violet Duke is the New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling author of the Nice Girl to Love series, 
which includes the novels Resisting the Bad Boy, 
Falling for the Good Guy, and Choosing the Right 
Man. 
 
Meredith Mitchell is an actress who has performed 
in film, in television, and on stage. Her film work 
includes Mona Lisa Smile and The Reunion. She has 
recorded numerous audiobooks, including the 
audio version of Vanity Fair magazine. 

Author(s): Violet Duke 
Read by: Meredith Mitchell 
FICTION/Romance 
Self-Published 09/15/2013 
4 hrs  
Unabridged 
North America 
02/04/2014 
Trade | 9781452618678 | 3 CDs | $34.99 
Library | 9781452648675 | 3 CDs | $59.99 
MP3 | 9781452668673 | 1 CD | $19.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



In this third and final book of the New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling Nice Girl to Love series, Abby must decide once and for 
all between the bad boy wanting to start a life with her and the 
good guy fighting for the life they've already built.  
 
Connor's back. Just when Abby's life seems all but perfect, the 
infuriating man comes charging back in to wreak havoc on her 
emotions once again. And in typical Connor fashion, he has yet 
another proposal for her. But instead of a wild and fast fling, he's 
proposing . . . forever. 
 
Brian's not giving her up without a fight. Normally the tame one of the 
pair, Brian is holding nothing back in the battle for Abby's heart. He 
has a decade-long head start in knowing and loving everything 
about Abby-but is that enough to break the intense hold his brother 
has on her heart? 

Violet Duke, Meredith Mitchell 

Choosing the Right Man  
Book 3 in the Nice Girl to Love series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestselling series 
-Final book in the series 
-Author's Web site: www.violetduke.com 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Falling for the Good Guy 9781452618678 Duke, Violet February 2014 $34.99

Violet Duke is the New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling author of the Nice Girl to Love series, 
which includes the novels Resisting the Bad Boy, 
Falling for the Good Guy, and Choosing the Right 
Man. 
 
Meredith Mitchell is an actress who has performed 
in film, in television, and on stage. Her film work 
includes Mona Lisa Smile and The Reunion. She has 
recorded numerous audiobooks, including the 
audio version of Vanity Fair magazine. 

FICTION 
Self-Published 09/15/2013 
4 hrs  
Unabridged 
North America 
02/11/2014 
Trade | 9781452618685 | 4 CDs | $34.99 
Library | 9781452648682 | 4 CDs | $59.99 
MP3 | 9781452668680 | 1 CD | $19.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"This is one of those books that you beg your best friend to read because you have to have someone to laugh with. This 
book has everything . . . humor, great characters, and hot sex!" -Two Crazy Girls with a Passion for Books 

In this novel from USA Today bestselling author Mimi Strong, a 
Hollywood hunk falls for a sassy, curvy bookstore manager.  
 
There I was, minding my own business at Peachtree Books when 
this lunatic comes racing in the door and knocks me into his arms. 
I would have ripped him a new one, but he was kinda familiar, and 
hot. Like I-want-to-have-your-beautiful-babies-now hot. 
 
Turns out he looks familiar because I stare at his gorgeous face on 
TV every week. Yup, Dalton Deangelo. In the oh-so-firm flesh. 
 
I let him hide out from the press for a while, then I thought he'd be 
on his way, and I could breathe normally again. But no. He found 
me interesting. He wanted to tag along to my cousin's wedding with 
me. I couldn't say no to that face . . . or those eyes. Before the 
night was through, he was saying sweet things, then dirty things. 
Very dirty things. 
 
I try to keep my eyes wide open. I've made terrible, stupid 
mistakes in the past. But Dalton Deangelo's touch turns me to Jell-
O. 
 
I'm just a regular girl, and he's rich and famous with no body fat. 
The guy has a butler! So, why is he chasing me? And why can't I 
say no? And what is this sordid secret of his the reporters are trying 
to uncover? 

Stardust  
Book 1 in the Peaches Monroe series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-USA Today bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: www.mimistrong.com 
-Author's residence: West Coast 

Mimi Strong is the USA Today bestselling author of 
funny, sexy romantic fiction, including For You, the 
Borrowed Billionaire series, the Her Teddy Bear 
series, and the Laura's Two Ice Cream Boys 
novels. She lives on the West Coast. 
 
Saskia Maarleveld is an experienced audiobook 
narrator and voice-over actress based in New York 
City. Raised in New Zealand and France, she is 
highly skilled with accents and dialects, and her 
voice can also be heard in animation, video 
games, and commercials. 

Author(s): Mimi Strong 
Read by: Saskia Maarleveld 
FICTION/Romance 
Self-Published 07/08/2013 
10 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/13/2014 
Trade | 9781452618845 | 8 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452648842 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452668840 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"The Best Laid Plans is HAWT! Mataya is an author to watch!" -Laurelin Paige, author of the Fixed Trilogy 

Former band geek Malcolm decides to teach Jayne, his high school 
crush, a lesson in this romance novel from Tamara Mataya.  
 
Jayne Griffin isn't looking for Mr. Right. She's looking for Mr. RTFN 
and a toe-curling good time. She's got the brains, the powerful job 
as a futures broker, and thanks to a makeover and a thin book of 
dating advice, the confidence to turn any man's head. 
 
Malcolm Black notices his high school crush, Jayne, from the stage 
of her company's work party. His adolescent feelings for her died 
beneath months of abuse at the hands of bullies. Abuse that was 
Jayne's fault. Though this scorching-hot studio musician is 
unrecognizable as the band geek he used to be, the hurt still lives 
inside him, and he hatches a plan: seduce Jayne into falling in love 
with him, and then shatter her heart. 
 
The white-hot chemistry between them is a pleasant surprise. It all 
goes smoothly until feelings start to develop . . . and an invitation 
to their ten-year high school reunion lands in their inboxes. 
 
Jayne wants the perfect lover. Malcolm wants revenge. But you know 
what they say about the best laid plans . . . 

The Best Laid Plans 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Author's Web site: 
http://feakysnucker.blogspot.ca 

Tamara Mataya is the author of the romance 
novel The Best Laid Plans. She currently works as a 
librarian. 
 
Veronica Meunch is a classically trained actress 
who fell in love with theater and storytelling as a 
child. 

Author(s): Tamara Mataya 
Read by: Veronica Meunch 
FICTION/Romance 
Swoon Romance 11/05/2013 
6 hrs  
Unabridged 
North America 
02/20/2014 
Trade | 9781452619613 | 5 CDs | $35.99 
Library | 9781452649610 | 5 CDs | $65.99 
MP3 | 9781452669618 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



In this thrilling and sexy follow-up to Sempre, two young lovers 
struggle to keep their relationship intact after they become deeply 
enmeshed in the dangerous mafia-run crime ring they once tried to 
overthrow. Contains mature themes.  
 
Haven Antonelli and Carmine DeMarco have been through a lot. 
Haven was taken in by Carmine's father, and with his family's help, 
she escaped a gruesome fate. However, saving Haven from the 
dark intentions of a mafia family cost Carmine a steep price: he 
was forced to swear loyalty to them. 
 
Now, still passionately in love, Carmine and Haven must face the 
fall-out of Carmine's forced service, as Haven discovers terrifying 
secrets about the family that enslaved both her and her mother-
and why she matters so much in this intricate web of lies. 

Sempre: Redemption  
Book 2 in the Forever series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Online promotions and features 
-Author's residence: rural North Carolina 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Sempre 9781452618340 Darhower, J. M. December 2013 $54.99

J. M. Darhower is the author of countless stories 
and poems, most of which only she has ever 
read. She lives in a tiny town in rural North 
Carolina. 
 
Carla Mercer-Meyer, an AudioFile Earphones 
Award-winning audiobook narrator, has a strong 
musical theater background, and her 
performances include Into the Woods, You're a 
Good Man, Charlie Brown, and many other 
theatrical productions. 

Author(s): J. M. Darhower 
Read by: Carla Mercer-Meyer 
FICTION/Romance 
Gallery 04/01/2014 
17 hrs  
Unabridged 
US and Canada 
02/03/2014 
Trade | 9781452618357 | 14 CDs | $49.99 
Library | 9781452648354 | 14 CDs | $95.99 
MP3 | 9781452668352 | 2 CDs | $34.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

cmcneil
Typewritten Text
YA/NEW ADULT



New York Times bestselling author Shelly Crane weaves a tale of 
magic, adventure, and romance in the latest installment of the 
Significance series.  
 
In the third installment of the Significance series, we begin with 
Maggie and Caleb in the clutches of a new enemy: the Virtuoso 
council. Not only do they have to deal with the consequences of 
taking the lives of the Watsons and the council attempting to take 
Maggie away to keep their precious Visionary safe, but they must 
deal with Marla as well. All are determined to undermine, control, 
and use Caleb and Maggie's rare gifts for their own uses, and some 
wish to destroy them entirely. 
 
A new challenge emerges when Maggie's father and Bish are 
threatened. Peter and the family fight and stand beside them every 
step of the way to save Maggie's father, to keep Caleb and Maggie 
together when the corrupted council is so set on keeping them 
apart, and to stop Marla and whatever she has up her sleeve. Then 
Maggie has the shock of her life when she discovers something 
about her real father. It may change everything for everyone. 

Defiance  
Book 3 in the Significance series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Includes Reverence novella
-Book one in the series, Significance soon to be a 
major motion picture 
-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: www.shellycrane.blogspot.com 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Accordance 9781452618111 Crane, Shelly January 2014 $40.99
Significance 9781452618104 Crane, Shelly December 2013 $40.99

Shelly Crane is the New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling author of the Significance series, the 
Devoured series, and the Collide series, among 
other titles. 
 
An award-winning storyteller and a graduate of 
Johns Hopkins University, Cris Dukehart has 
narrated books in a plethora of genres, from 
romance, science fiction, and young adult to 
children's literature and autobiography. Her voice, 
with an endearing mix of sweetness and pluck, 
can be heard around the world and across the 
Web in commercials, e-learning projects, and 
corporate narrations. 
 
Kyle McCarley is a voice-over actor whose credits 
include the video games Dragon Nest, Vindictus, 
and MapleStory, and the audiobooks Forgotten 
Realms: The Shadow Stone by Richard Baker and 
Nightingale by New York Times bestselling author 

Author(s): Shelly Crane 
Read by: Cris Dukehart, Kyle McCarley 
FICTION/Romance 
Self-published 03/21/2012 
8 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/05/2014 
Trade | 9781452618128 | 8 CDs | $40.99 
Library | 9781452648125 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452668123 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Bestselling author Shelly Crane weaves a tale of magic, adventure, 
and romance in the fourth installment of the Significance series.  
 
In the fourth and final installment of the Significance series, Maggie 
and Caleb must tie up all the loose ends of their lives and make a 
way to be together completely on their own. With everything that 
happened with Bish and Maggie's father, she's almost reluctant to 
move on and move out. 
 
And now she must figure out all of this . . . stuff . . . with Haddock. 
 
But of course, nothing can stay simple for the Jacobsons. Enemies 
who were thought to be dissolved have decided to not go down so 
easily. And old flames come calling for more than just Maggie. 
Caleb is torn between leading his family and personal wants. 
Maggie is torn between Caleb and being the leader of their people. 
But neither will let what they need most to be pushed to the 
wayside. They are determined to make it all work, design a plan 
toward destiny, and make everything right again for themselves 
and their family. 
 
And then there's a wedding . . . 

Independence  
Book 4 in the Significance series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-Book one in the series, Significance soon to be a 
major motion picture
-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: www.shellycrane.blogspot.com 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Accordance 9781452618111 Crane, Shelly January 2014 $40.99
Significance 9781452618104 Crane, Shelly December 2013 $40.99

Shelly Crane is the New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling author of the Significance series, the 
Devoured series, and the Collide series, among 
other titles. 
 
An award-winning storyteller and a graduate of 
Johns Hopkins University, Cris Dukehart has 
narrated books in a plethora of genres, from 
romance, science fiction, and young adult to 
children's literature and autobiography. Her voice, 
with an endearing mix of sweetness and pluck, 
can be heard around the world and across the 
Web in commercials, e-learning projects, and 
corporate narrations. 
 
Kyle McCarley is a voice-over actor whose credits 
include the video games Dragon Nest, Vindictus, 
and MapleStory, and the audiobooks Forgotten 
Realms: The Shadow Stone by Richard Baker and 
Nightingale by New York Times bestselling author 

Author(s): Shelly Crane 
Read by: Cris Dukehart, Kyle McCarley 
FICTION/Romance 
Self-published 12/17/2012 
6 hrs  
Unabridged 
World English 
02/12/2014 
Trade | 9781452618135 | 5 CDs | $32.99 
Library | 9781452648132 | 5 CDs | $65.99 
MP3 | 9781452668130 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



In this engrossing romance from Carey Heywood, sparks fly when 
Sarah reunites with Will, the man she has been unable to forget. 
Contains mature themes.  
 
Sarah Miller hasn't been home in seven years. She thought she 
could stay away forever. If it wasn't for her big brother's wedding, 
that is. Part of her even feels silly for staying away this long. It's 
not like anyone even knew what happened. Well, except for him. 
 
That guy. The one she compared all others to. The one who set the 
bar so high no other guy after him could even compete. The one 
who made her feel like anything was possible. The one she thought 
she would never be good enough for. The one she spent the last 
seven years trying to forget. All she needs to do is make it through 
the next week without running into him. 

Him  
Book 1 in the Him series 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: 
www.careyheywood.blogspot.com 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Her 9781452618982 Heywood, Carey February 2014 $39.99

Carey Heywood is the New York Times and USA 
Today bestselling author of A Bridge of Her Own, 
Uninvolved, and Stages of Grace, among other 
novels. 
 
Lucy Rivers is a seasoned narrator for erotica and 
books on human sexuality. 

Author(s): Carey Heywood 
Read by: Lucy Rivers 
FICTION/Coming of Age 
Self-Published 07/04/2013 
7 hrs  
Unabridged 
North America 
02/20/2014 
Trade | 9781452618975 | 6 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452648972 | 6 CDs | $71.99 
MP3 | 9781452668970 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Carey Heywood reveals Will's side of the story in this sequel to the 
New York Times bestseller Him. Contains mature themes.  
 
You know her side of the story, now learn his. 
 
"It was useless. I felt branded beneath my skin by a girl who left 
without even saying goodbye." 
 
When Will Price was assigned a partner for a sixth-grade class 
project, he had no idea she would become his best friend. After 
years of friendship, she eventually became so much more. Then, 
one day she left with no explanation. 
 
Will's life shattered right before his eyes and he was left alone to 
pick up the pieces. Floundering, Will must figure out a way to carry 
on, to find a way to exist without her. 
 
Seven years later, a chance encounter leaves him desperate to get 
her back. He has one week to make her his again. Not everyone 
gets a second chance with the love of their life and Will is 
determined to never lose her again. 

Her 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: 
www.careyheywood.blogspot.com 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Him 9781452618975 Heywood, Carey February 2014 $39.99

Carey Heywood is the New York Times and USA 
Today bestselling author of A Bridge of Her Own, 
Uninvolved, and Stages of Grace, among other 
novels. 
 
Christian Fox is a seasoned veteran for erotica 
narration. 

Author(s): Carey Heywood 
Read by: Christian Fox 
FICTION/Coming of Age 
Self-Published 10/21/2013 
7 hrs  
Unabridged 
North America 
02/27/2014 
Trade | 9781452618982 | 6 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452648989 | 6 CDs | $71.99 
MP3 | 9781452668987 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"A deeply emotional, intimate, heartfelt book that wouldn't let me go. Beautifully written and paced, this is the perfect 
happily ever after to an amazing series, which ultimately tells a story of forgiveness and hope that with an unwavering 
belief proves that love conquers all." -Vilma's Book Blog 
 
"Cassia Leo's conclusion to the Shattered Hearts series, Bring Me Home, can be summed up with one word: perfection." -
Sinfully Sexy Books 

New York Times bestselling author Cassia Leo presents the 
breathtaking conclusion to her Shattered Hearts series. Contains 
mature themes.  
 
Claire Nixon is a college student with a past full of secrets and 
heartbreak. She was saved once by her first love, rock star Chris 
Knight. But when she encouraged Chris to leave town to pursue his 
dreams, both Claire and Chris didn't realize it would be the biggest 
mistake of their lives. 
 
After a devastating year apart and thousands of miles of distance 
between them, Claire met sexy surfer Adam Parker. With his awful 
jokes and profound patience, he helped Claire pick up the 
shattered pieces of her broken heart for the second time. But now 
Chris has returned and he is willing and determined to make 
Claire's dreams come true-the same way she did for him when she 
let him go. 
 
With Adam's former girlfriend in the picture, Claire finds herself torn 
between the new, passionate love she shares with Adam and the 
love and family she shares with Chris. 

Bring Me Home 

Tantor Audio February 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestselling series 
-Author's Web site: www.cassialeo.com 
-Author's residence: California 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Relentless 9781452617633 Leo, Cassia December 2013 $37.99

Cassia Leo is the New York Times bestselling 
author of contemporary romance, including the 
Shattered Hearts series, the Luke series, and the 
Chase novels. 
 
Emily Durante has narrated the Midnight Twins 
trilogy by Jacquelyn Mitchard, Casting Off by Nicole 
R. Dickson, and Smooth Talking Stranger by Lisa 
Kleypus. 
 
Kris Koscheski has worked on over four hundred 
audiobooks over the last twelve years. He has 
produced and directed many titles that have 
earned AudioFile Earphones Awards, Audie Awards, 
and Grammy nominations. 
 
Sean Crisden is a multitalented actor and an 
AudioFile Earphones Award-winning narrator who 
has recorded audiobooks in almost every genre, 
from science fiction to romance. 

Author(s): Cassia Leo 
Read by: Emily Durante, Kris Koscheski, Sean Crisden 
FICTION/Romance 
Self-published 08/07/2013 
8 hrs  
Unabridged 
North America 
02/04/2014 
Trade | 9781452617657 | 7 CDs | $40.99 
Library | 9781452647654 | 7 CDs | $77.99 
MP3 | 9781452667652 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 



Praise:  
"Powerful emotional relationships and tight plotting in this debut mark Terrill as an author to watch." -Kirkus Starred 
Review 
 
"A savvy blend of sf, action, and even politics." -Booklist 

From Cristin Terrill, a wrenching, brilliantly plotted story of fierce 
love, unthinkable sacrifice, and the infinite implications of our 
every choice.  
 
"You have to kill him." Imprisoned in the heart of a secret military 
base, Em has nothing except the voice of the boy in the cell next 
door and the list of instructions she finds taped inside the drain. 
 
Only Em can complete the final instruction. She's tried everything to 
prevent the creation of a time machine that will tear the world apart. 
She holds the proof: a list she has never seen before, written in her 
own hand. Each failed attempt in the past has led her to the same 
terrible present-imprisoned and tortured by a sadistic man called 
"the doctor" while war rages outside. 
 
Marina has loved her best friend, James, since they were children. A 
gorgeous, introverted science prodigy from one of America's most 
famous families, James finally seems to be seeing Marina in a new 
way, too. But on one disastrous night, James's life crumbles apart, 
and with it, Marina's hopes for their future. Marina will protect 
James, no matter what. Even if it means opening her eyes to a 
truth so terrible that she may not survive it. At least not as the girl 
she once was. Em and Marina are in a race against time that only 
one of them can win. 
 
All Our Yesterdays is a wrenching, brilliantly plotted story of fierce 
love, unthinkable sacrifice, and the infinite implications of our every 
choice. 
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Cristin Terrill is a young adult author and aspiring 
grown-up. The holder of a masters degree in 
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leads creative writing workshops for DC-area kids 
and teens. All Our Yesterdays is her first novel. 
 
Meredith Mitchell is an actress who has performed 
in film, in television, and on stage. Her film work 
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